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Trey at Tech

Circling the Block

Mama Mia!
Two JMU professors collaborate to
bring Dante's literature to music in
an Italian Opera. Page 14

X

The Diamond Dukes ran circles
around the Maryland Terrapins
Tuesday, leading to a 10-3 win.
Page 19

Alleged shooter to face Grand
Jury Monday
A man charged with the shooting a JMU student in
Iibru.irv lus rxvn certified to appear before the Rockingfram C ountv t .r.inti Jury March 19.
Non-fltudenl rheoden Whitelow. 18, of Harrisonbun;, is acaiwd <>l slxxttingsophomore Brv.in Fields, 21.
of Raleigh, N.C, at about 10:15 p.m.
a- on Fob, 4 after a card game disagreement in Fields' Hunters Ridge
apartment.
During a preliminary hearing on
March >\ Fields testified that he,
Whitelow and two other friends
were gathered around a table in the
living room of the apartment playing cards when an argument broke
Fill PHOTO out between himself and Whitelow.
Fields , laimed that Whitelow had
Th.odoia Whlt.low
been drinking all day and night
and wathcavih Intoxicated. Fields said he became upset
with Whitelow when he cut the cards improperly. Fields
said a brief vcfbal .ilterv.it ion occurred, during which
Fields threw ,, CJUI of mip and a telephone book at
Whitelow and told him to leave the apartment.
Fields Mid Whitelow then retreated to his room and
returned with a ,32-caliber pistol, punted the gun at
him and fia'd. The bullet entered Fields' left arm just
•bova the eINn. passing through the arm and into his
lowei abdomen. It lodged dangerously close to his
spleen, where it remains Fields said doctors were afraid
to do surgerv 1 le noil M' days m RiKkingham Memorial I lospital.
Whitelow fled and was apprehended 10 days later at
the Greyhound bus Nation in 1 larrisonburg.
During the bond hearing following the preliminary
hearing, Commonwealth's Attorney Marsha Curst told the
judaja sin- u.nsuterevl »\ hitelow a (light nsk and asked that
bond not be granted. The judge agreed, remanding
\\ liitelow back b the Roekingham Count)' Jail.
FtHir charges accompany the certification: malicious
wounding, possession of a firearm after being convicted
of a felony DOMMriOfi of ■ hrearm dunng the commission
0l ,1 Mom and shouting into an occupied dwelling.

Alternative paradise
Spring break trips find students building, bonding, giving
BY KATII. LEWIS

staff writer
More than 300 JMl studenfs skipped sunbathing on the beach this spring break and chose
to help others by participating in the Alternative
Spring Break (ASB) program.
In the program, students volunteer their time
and energy to travel to locations across the country and world to help strangers work to fight
homelessness, poverty, disease and hunger.
Twenty-nine separate trips with 11 students in
each were organized during this year's spring
break. One group experienced an international flavor, offering help to villagers in the tropical South
American island-nation of Dominica, while some
of the domestic locations included Florida. Tennessee and New York.
Senior Geoff Wilson co-led a trip to two AIDS
hospices in New Orleans for his break. He and
members of his group helped repair the two hospices and visited with the patients at each location.
Each ASB trip included two student co-leaders
and an adult supervisor called a learning partner.
Co-leaders were responsible for finding a social
issue to combat and a site where the group could
work, planning a budget for their trip and recruiting student volunteers.
"Part of our service was being an ear to talk to,"
Wilson said. "Some of the patients don't get a lot
of visitors. It was very humbling. Interacting with
the patients, we learned that they have many more
problems than we did."
Freshman co-leader Carrie Belt and her group
went to Washington, DC, to work at Food and
Friands, a soup kitchen that serves terminally ill
people. Belt and her group also tutored children
who had once been homeless and helped move
elderly people into new living situations.
Belt said one of the most moving parts of her
trip was when a homeless woman came and spoke
to the group about what it was like to be homeless
and how difficult it was to find help from the government to get off the streets.
"It really opened all of our eyes to see how the
government treats the homeless," Belt said. "Its
so easy to see how they get in their situations."
Junior co-leader Adam Jones traveled to

— compiled from staff report*

Student dies of heart failure
at home over Spring Break
A JML senior known tor surrounding himself with
good friends died unexpectedly in bis Carrabassett Valley, M.une home on March 4 from heart failure.
Matthew William Kowe, I 2Vyear-old marketing
majot wai expected to araduate in December.
An event u-iebrating Rowe's life took place last night
at Highlawn Pavlbon, the owners of which were friends
of Rowe Priandl "t Rows were asked to give $2 donations which Highlawn will give to the American Cancer
New England Division
An open murophone WM av.iil.ible to those who
w lahed to fan their thoughts about Rowe at Highlawn.
Highlawn co-owner John Wakery said margarita specials
a 1 offered because thw were Rowe's favorite drink.
Buffalo Wild \\ ings will also donate money in Rowe's
memory to the earner lodet) trom proceeds earned on
St. Patrick's Day Bw-3 will charge $1 on Saturday to raise
funds m Rowe's memory
Rowe enjoyed athletics throughout his life and was an
avid skier and goiter Drugs and alcohol did not play a role
in his death whkh occurred while he was sleeping
A burial was Ix'ld tor Kowe on March 9 at St. Mary of
the Assumption ( .ltholic Church m Augusta, Maine.
— compiled from staff reports

Democrats plan protest of
Clarence Thomas speech
B\ RICHARD SAKSHAI <>
aistsKmi Mem editor

Madison About You
Speakers highlight Madison Week,
dedicated to James Madison on
his 250th b-day. Page 3

The eagerly anticipated concert
by Phish phellow Trey Anastasio
at Virginia Tech caused a stir at
both Tech and JMU. Page 13

set SPRING, page 5
riiMocounra) of ADAM JONES

Top: Students and
Dominicans they
assisted on Alternative
Spring Break take In
the sights at Syndicate
Falls In Dominica.
Left: Senior Grace Love
works with children at
a day care center In
Baltimore as part of
her trip.
Right: Junior Adam
Jones sits with Nadla.
a Dominican native and
two children.

The (Ml 1 H'III■.:■■ I '■ mocratl ere reportedly staginga
prated igainel Supn me( ouil justice Clarence Thomas'
iiKcdi todaj ttmorganization will he gathering on the
GOOunanibMOR the speech and will move through campus, passing out information
■ I li.im.i-. represents everything that Democrats
should oppose in his Supreme Court decisions and
l|WilHg engagemenl- outside of the Supreme Court,"
said Steven Reich < ollogc Democrats sponsor and historv professor
Spedfkally, rapresenlalivcs of tin- College Democrats
Mid UVv feel th.it Thomas and the Supreme Court's
December decision to hall llic presidential election
■ In Florida, which ltd to ■ victory by George \v
Buth we* Irieaponsibla and uiKoivstiiution.il
"The idea is thai main Democrats feel lli.it a legitimate
procfM was undergoing and the Supreme Court inter
vexed without any legal merit todo so," Reich said.
College Democrats vice pieiidenl lophornoR lenri
1 ni/ eaid Ihey believe the Judges were not impartial m

Balanced bliss:

BY TOM STEINFKI.DT

news editor

JMU IS A WINNER W hal JML keeps:
AND LOSER IN
• S6 Million formcrls
proposed tor budget
THE STATE
"" "5 S2 million for
year. $4 million
BUDGET
* infnext
year
f
OVERHAUL...

llieir decWotl k) -lop the reuiunt, but instead decided

along party HIM ■
I he jililgi-. didn'l J'Ut their ileus aside for DM Dig
picture," I11I/ said. The division will "remain in the
books forever If will be used as .1 precedent" that will

cause confusion, iheaaid.

I nl/ said the College IVnusrals profesl will be a
silent profesl and ihel will not In- to make a big MCM
\\i re very moderate," she said "We 111.1 want lo make
a point about w hal » enl don n in I torlda."
According to the Ian 22 laaue oi Ik Brant, Thomas
was selected to apeak based on his relation to the racenl
presidential election
Ken h said he questions me o« laton to Invite l nomas
in apeak at IMI
If was .1 poo choice for the university
topk k an Inuapiem of the Constitution oi Ihornas' ilk

Gilmore figures Va. budget;
schools saved from cuts

bold for DOW:
JMU loses:
\fiOli for sewer
and storm line
replacement

S27 million for third
CISAI Building
vJaVuiillion for
Harrison Hall
Renovations
^Bt million for hiring
^sfew faculty
BRIAN SHREFFLER/-..iff <"'"'

Virginia Gov. |im Gilmore
announced Monday that the
state's budget has been balanced and public colleges
and universities will not face
budget cuts as was originally
proposed.
In
late
February,
Gilmore ordered JMU to
cut more than $o million
from its budget over the
next 16 months to help
resolve the states budget
crisis the plan called for
JMU's current budget,
which ends June 30, lo be
slashed by more than J2
million. About $4.2 million
was lo be cut from the
2001-2002 budget.
"We're certainty pleased
that the initial nils have been

restored ami wan not put
into place." said Fred Hilton.

diredoi oi media relations

The state's budget for 20012002, approved by the House
of Delegates, failed to pass the
Senate before file General
Ass. inl'K ,id|ourned in February. Virginia law empowers

lha governor to rewrite the
budget if the General ASS.MII.
bly does not agree to one.
Gilmore is Virginia s first governor to rewrile the budget
plan without Ihe legislature
In response lo tin- possible
$2 million reduction in the
current operating budget,
JMU initialed I Iree/e tin hiring and on all new expenditures on travel and equipment on Feb. 28. JMU President Unwood RON lifted the
freeze Tuesday.
Although the hiring freeze
occurred during the period
when mosl universities .ire
looking to hire new lauiltv lo
prepare for the next year, llie
ut Va.. ivge5
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SUNDAY, MARCH 18

• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship, 5 30 to
7 p.m., Baptist Student Center on comer o' Cantrell Avenue and
South Mam Street

• Fellowship ol ChnsMn Athletes, 7:30 p.m.. Godwin 337. guest
speaker senior Mandy Latz (field hockey), e-mail Heather at
hbdsOyahoo com

• Campus Crusade to* Chnst large group meeting, 8 p.m..
Health Sciences Building lecture hall, e-mail Dan at flynnd/

SATURDAY, MARCH 17
• Community Fest 5K. registration at 9 a m. 5K begins at
10 a.m.. early registration $10 (forms in Sonner Hall), day
of event registration S12. free T-shirts, pnzes and pizza, email Melissa at honigmb

TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:
E-mail Richard at The Breeze at saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact into, etc ) Please
submit by Friday tor a Monday issue and Tuesday tor a
Thursday issue.
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POLICE LOG

WEATHER

t'ASEY BONDS
Ipolice reporter
Non student William B Switzler, 20, ol
Chatham, N.J , was arrested and charged with
hit and run ol an attended vehicle and driving
under the influence of alcohol on March 1 at
7 14 pm.
The subtect allegedly caused an accident
when he turned in front of another vehicle on
Carrier Drive near Potomac Hall. He reportedly stopped bnefty and then left the scene.
The incident was reported by a bus dnver
and observed by police at Carrier and
Buestone drives.
When the car was stopped, the operator
allegedly smelled of alcohol, was given a field
test and arrested.
Bomb Threat
• A bomb threat was reportedly called into
Zane Showker Hall on Feb 27 at 12 10 p.m.
The area was reportedly searched and
cleared
• A bomb threat was reportedly called into the
CISAT area on Feb 27 at 6.06 p.m.
The area was reportedly searched and
cleared

Today

Assault
• An alleged assault reportedly occurred at
the Convocation Center on Feb 24 at 10 a.m.
While non-students were playing volleyball,
an argument reportedly started and a sub|ect
grabbed another subject's arm.
The situation is under investigation
Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported that a credit card
had been stolen while the victim was attending
class in Zane Showker Hall on Feb. 15
between 3:30 and 4:45 p.m.
A JMU student was reportedly apprehended
later while trying to use the card in
Harnsonburg.The situation is under investigation by the HPD
• Unknown persons reportedly broke into a
vehicle in C9 lot at Duke Dog Alley between 6
pm on Mar 2and4 23am on Mar 4
The break-in caused reportedly $150 worth
of damage to the right front window. The sublects also removed a $150 detachable CD
player and a $10 CD case reportedly containing $500 worth ol CDs.
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I
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"... If that involves taking
away our funding, we cannot

Electric Avenue

function."

Changes to campus e-mail
make sending and receiving messages faster and
easier.

EMAIL

SGA ARTS AND LETTERS SEN.
KRISTEN VETRI

senior
see below

Events abound for Madison Week
Debaters and guest speakers focus on freedom of religion
BY EMILY LAYTON AND
KATE SNYDER

contributing writers
A professor of history .it the
University of Kentucky spoke
about James Madison's pursuit
of freedom of religion to an
audience of about 75 students,
faculty and visitors on Monday,
beginning the first evening of
the Madison Colloquium.
Lance Banning described
how Madison fought for freedom of religion in America
and against an established
state religion.
During his speech. Banning
said that Madison's stance on
the issue was reached in sorrow
when Madison discovered that
the interests of the majority
>ften opposed the rights of others. "Whenever a majority is
mited by passion, the minority
is in danger," Banning said.
Madison knew that forcing a
majority religion on everyone
would degrade from equal rank
of citizens, particularly those
differing in belief and would
result in the destruction of harmony. Banning added that the
fundamental issue was not
whether religion was necessary,
but whether an establishment
was necessary for religion.
, "Madison called religion
inalienable in its nature,"

contributed to the
founding of our
country. Dr.
Banning helped
to put that in a
clearer light and
relate
James
Madison's importance to issues
that we an? confronting today."
Banning has
taught since 1973
and is the author
of "The Sacred
Fire of Liberty:
James Madison
and the Founding
of the Federal
Republic"
and
"Jefferson
and
Madison: Three
Conversations
From
the
Founding."
Banning
is
AUDREY WCKiD/smwr phtioitruphfr one of four in a
wide range of
Lance Banning, a history professor from the University of Kentucky, stressed Madison's committment to freespeakers scheddom of religion in the first of five Madison Colloquium events focusing on state and religion.
uled to give lecBanning said. "It was the right lowing the lecture where they professor Michael Cialgano said. tures linking James Madison's
of every man to exercise his con- were given the opportunity to "The principle issue that he legacy to our university during
victions.
meet Banning and ask any ques- (Banning) discussed was that of James Madison's 250th birthday
"[Madison] left an imprint
tions concerning his speech.
religious freedom."
celebration, extending from
on the American founding,"
"We are trying to establish
Sophomore Emily McKenzie March 12 to 17. Supreme Court
Banning said
in closing.
the connection with Madison's said, "I think that a lot of stu- Justice Clarence Thomas and
Students, faculty and guests
life and thoughts as they relate dents here at JMU are unaware former presidential candidate
were invited to a reception folto issues of citizenship," history of exactly what fames Madison Ralph Nader will also be adress-

ing the JMU community during
the celebration.
The great debate: Supreme
Court vs. religion
Members of the JMU forensics team took on representatives from Mary Washington
College in a heated battle on
Tuesday in Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. The topic of the debate
concerned whether or not the
U.S. Supreme Court has gone
too far in separating church and
state based on decisions over
time.
The event, which attracted
about 50 people, was a part of
Madison Week festivities and
showcased examples of free
thought and expression that
Madison promoted.
JMU, represented by junior
Cate Morrison and sophomore
Michelle Lancaster, argued that
the Supreme Court has gone too
far to separate religion and politics, claiming that religion truly
benefits
society.
Senior
Benjamin Peck and sophomore
Jennifer Rainy from MWC
countered that argument, debating that the Supreme Court has
not gone far enough to separate
these issues.
Lancaster reminded her
.w EVENTS, page 4

upgrades arrive
Budget concerns E-mail
Changes remove JMU from e-mail black lists
rile students
BY STE GRAINER

senior writer

BY EMILY SHORT

SGA reporter

In reaction to Virginia
Governor Jim Gilmore's plan
to balance the state's budget,
the Student Government
Association voiced concern
that the governor may target
state colleges and universities
with future budget cuts,
; On Tuesday, Frederikson
Hall Sen. freshman Meredith
Massie
introduced
the
Governor's Budget Shortfall
Opposition Bill after five memibers of the SGA attended a
Itatl Senate emergency legislative meeting in Richmond
Tuesday due to Gilmore's
budget delays that will affect
;project capital in Virginia colleges and universities.
The provisions that Gilmore
plans to make in order to balance the budget "will result in a
budget shortfall for JMU and

other institutions for higher
education in Virginia," according to the proposed bill.
Arts and Letters Sen. senior
Kristen Vetri, Legislative Action
Committee head, said the opposition bill is intended to let the
Virginia General Assembly
know that SGA understands
that Gilmore made a promise to
cut the car tax and balance the
budget, "but if that involves taking away our money, we cannot
function. If they cut funding for
education, we're not going to
get needed renovations on
school buildings and we will
lose funding for raises in faculty
sa lanes."
Virginia's Senate failed to
pass an amended budget for
2001-2002 before adjourning in
February. Without an amended
budget, jMU's funding requests
for construction and faculty
hires will not be met. JMU

requested $27 million for the
third CISAT academic building
and S8 million for renovations
to Harrison Hall. An amendment ibo requested $« million
for hiring new faculty

SGA advisor Dave Barnes
said there will be no pay cuts
or employee layoffs, but promised raises in faculty pay will
not be addressed if Gilmore
cuts funding.
Gilmore's proposed changes
would allocate only $11*> million
|0 Virginia schools. JMU alone
needs over $200 million lor tat
ult\ pa\ raises and the completion of the major construction
projects. Vetri said the SIN million isa bare minimum that only
covers operation costs such as
efectrldty water treatment and
other baitC university functions.
"We thought it would be
good to pass this opposition bill
in our senate because the

I"hc JMU office of information technology will be performing two major upgrades to the email system Beginning jlWtH
day, a security upgrade to the
system now requires users who
don't use the JMU Internet conntvtion to authenticate (or log

17^=

Bxacutfva Goundl.

Graduation pledge supported
Another resolution, a new
Graduation Pledge Support
Resolution was introduced
Tuesday by Fagle Hall Sen.
freshman Andrea Fischetti. This
hill, already receiving support
from EARTH and the JMU
Senior Class Council, tails lor
SGA to formally support the
Graduation Pledge Alliaiu e
The alliance reads, "I

pledge to explore and

KARI-N KUFI I l\Shi„ffptu>lographer
SGA Treasurer junior Adam Jones speaks on Tuesday.

take into account the BOCttl
and environmental consequences of any job I consider
and will try to improve these
aspects of any organizations
for which 1 work."
Fischetti said schools MM h
as
Harvard
University,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
and
the
University of Kansas have
adopted the pledge, but it has
not been adopted hv otehr
schools in Virginia
Chappolear Sen sophomore
|eff Burke argued in favOf oi the

set JOH. sags -i

load/mulberry.
This site also contains several tutorials and resources to
help users set up and use
Mulberry. Questions about
Mulberry can be directed to the
HelpDesk at x3555 or e-mailed
to askmulberry@jmu.edu.
JMU
purchased
the
Mulberry client for $12,000.

Mulberry:

JMU's Newest e-mai

Software

Provides greater security and gijej ater access

Info:
E-mail change: www.jmu.edu/em^t lupgrade
Downloading: www.jmu.edu/computing/
download/mulberry

Questions:

Rkhmmd Vxm fDispMdt) and
the WasJiington /\>si want to follow the issue," Massie said in
justifying the need for SGA support. If the press reports that the
whole student government
opposes this budget amendment, Gilmore may be convinced to make provisions elsewhere. Massie said the hill is to
resolve that the JMU SGA "is in
strong disagreement with the
governor's proposed capital cut
and budget shortfall'' passed
and was referred to the SGA

several major Internet "black
lists." About 40 percent of all
ISPs block e-mail sent from
JMU. As a result of these black
listings, some users had been
unable to send email to their
friends or family on certain ISPs.
"I'm sure Hotmail and
Yahoo! appreciated the extra
business from people like me

^r^

e-mail askmulberry@jmu.edu or
call the HelpDesk at X3555

in) before they can send e mail
through their JMU account.
After the spring semester, a second upgrade will require users
on JMU's network to authenticate before lending e-mail.
This upgrade required a new
mail server to be added to help
filter e-mail more eltuiently. The
new server, which went into
effect the last week of February,
is connected to the old KTVCf
and will handle e-mail being
sent to and received from
Internet Service Providers (ISI'si
not connected to the JMU network. The old server will only
be used to send e-mail to
accounts hooked up to JMU's
Internet connection.
The new server,which cost
$.18,000, had already been purchased by JMU. A $5,000 test
machine was also used on a
temporary trial basis and $3,250
in software was added to handle e-mail traffic.
The upgrades are being performed to enhance the reliabili
ty and security of the e-mail
system, said |.vv. Myers. Moletant vice president for information technology. The current
system permits any user to
send e-mail through the JMU
server, allowing anonymous,
junk e-mail, often called
"spam" to be sent
Due to the junk e mails, the
|MU server has been added to

who had to get another account
to be able to e-mail their parents," said Sarah [ones, a junior
English and French double
major.
Once the upgrade is completed, the JMU e-mail server
will be removed from these
black lists" and users will be
able to freelv send e mail to anyone they choose, Myers Mid,
Brian Caswell, a senior computer science major, slid, JMU
should have blocked mail relaying a long time ago. They only
did so after a popular anti-spam
system listed the university mail
servers."
The e-mail change will only
affect the 4,000 off campus users
who attempt to send their JMU
e mail from a non-JMU ISP,
Myers said.
Myers wrote in an e-mail to
the users who would be affected
by yesterday's upgrade, "If you
are using I-\ecmail. Simeon, or
any other client package that
does not support authentication, you will need to change
your client software."
The alternative e-mail software to Simeon and Hxecmail
is a new client called
Mulberry, which is available
for most major operating systems including Windows,
MacOS and Unix. Users can
download
Mulberry
at
www'./»IH .I'tlu/i'oiiifnitmg/itoum-

The second major upgrade
is scheduled to occur after the
end of the spring semester and
will affect everyone attempting
to send mail through JMU's email system.
This upgrade will require all
users to authenticate before
they can send e-mail using
their JMU account. All users, on
or off campus, will have to
upgrade or reconfigure their
current e mail clients to work
with this new system.
Despite the initial hassle this
improvement may cause, these
changes will make way for the
JMU administration to implement a browser-based system
for users to check their e-mail
from any Internet connection.
"This should be an enhancement to faculty, staff and students who may be traveling or
otherwise away from their primary work station," Myers said.
The system would be similar to Hotmail or Yahoo! mail
where users can log onto the
server from any computer
with an Internet connection
and browser to check and
send e-mail.
For more information on the
e-mail
upgrades,
visit
ivww.jmu.edu/emailupgrade/. To
read more about it Mulberry,
check out www.jmu.edu/computing/mutberry/.
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Events celebrate James Madison
during his birthday week
EVENTS, fwm ooae i

Sophomore Michelle Lancaster argues that the Supreme
Court has gone too far to separate religion and politics.

opponent-, HI the many raUgkxa IndHiaM
that America has bestowed upon rtsdtizera
"Recent Supreme Court decisions have
lurther separated church and state morr
than ever before, Lancaster Mid, "And ibis
merely hinden tfw) spirit of democracy."
Morrison later supported her teammate
with the notion that religious organlia
turns an- reaching out to help people, yet
are denied funds. These groups help the
hungry and the si, lc while the federal government stands against imposing beneficial beliefs on others she also said the
Supreme Court, made up of mostly white
Judeo-Christian males, are frequently
influenced bv their religious beliefs in
making decisions, thus establishing a
national religion
"Separation is good to a degree, but religk HI is a part ol who We are," Morrison saul
It shapes our thoughts and ways nl lite.

including our political better!
Rainy went on to discuss the fact that
Rainy and Peck fought back by argusecular charities are just as helpful as reliing that the Supreme Court must
gious charities, and can be supported with
uphold
both
the
federal funds.
Establishment Clause,
"Religion and democwhich states that there
~ racy just don't mix,"
Rain
id w
will be no establishment of one religion in
»
-.
°
111 .IV hrlVf i\ nl.iif in
the I niteil States, and
everyday life, it has no
the Bill of Rights, gh
place in national goving Americans the
ernment."
freedom* of religion
After speeches from all
and expression. They
— Catc Morrison four representatives, the
said that by further
junior floor was opened for
mainstreaming
relistudents to make comgion into law and sociments and ask quesety, rights and liberties
tions. Final rebuttals
will be limited.
were stated and the debate ended with no
"We're not saving that church is bad,"
final score recorded,
Peck said.
Several of the debate's organizers said
Lancaster said, "You're just saying that
the event was very important in celebrating
a good thing should have nothing to do
James Madison, his ideas as a founding

u

// shapes our thoughts and

y«

" h>ie a

ways of life, including our
political beliefs.

with tot ktrt

father and his overall love for freedom.

Job pledge gets support, sports feedback criticized
JOH. fwm page .3
bill because it opens up a new oppor
tunity for students to express the willingness to give total effort in all aspects
oi an occupation.
Arts and letters Sen. senior Matt
Conrad said, "It is the student's , hour
to sign the alliance whether SC.A sup
[nirts it or not."
After much debate and se\ eral
votes, SGA passed the resolution lo
give formal SGA support for the
I .ruination Pledge Alliance, and it was
referred to the Executive Council

Bagels
&Deli

Community
committee
proposed
Rep
(unior
Chris I ortier proposed an amendment lo the SGA
Constitution that
would establish a
Community
Affairs Committee
to address matters
concerning
interactions
between the student bodv anil the

It is the student's choice
to sign the alliance
whether SGA supports it
or not.
— Mall Conrad

»

I larrisonburg community. The commitUT
would
place
emphasis on continuing relations with the
f I.irrisonburg
City
Council,
business
leaders and landlords
of student housing. If
established, the committee would become
the 10th SGA committee.

Sullivan
pleased

diswith

sports feedback
In other matters, SGA President
Mark Sullivan informed SGA that "the
Board of Visitors gave very little feedback on the comments (if about 50
speakers who expressed their concerns
on Ihe proposed cut (of athletu scholUlhlps)." Sullivan said he expects the
Kurd to pas the administration's recommendation to cut scholarships from
12 vanity teams at their March 23
meeting, banng a greater than expected lobbying campaign by board members opposing the cuts.

Fraternity gets funds for

philanthropy event
The senate approved allocation of
$562.70 to carry out the second annual
Rose Bowl for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. Kappa Alpha president
junior A) Ventetuolo informed SGA
that the week's events will include a
powder puff football game and other
activities lo raise awareness and money
for the MDA. KA hopes to raise $1,000.
The funds from SGA would be
used to pay for advertising, equipment and the rental of the field in front
of the Festival for the game. The executive council will vote today concerning the funds.

HEY!

New Store open in
Harmony Square Shopping Center
1741 Virginia Avc.

PEART, JAM
On Septenber JJ, Pearl Jan took the unpreselente-l slap or
releasing 25 louble live :o» from their rejent Suropean tour.
The bootleg series was Initially 2on:alvei by the ben-1 as a wsy
to provlle fans - who were purchasing hlgh-prloe'i, low quality
unofficial bootlegs - with an alternative.

And now, 23 CDs
documenting the first
leg of Pearl Jam's 2000
North American tour!
On sale $12.99 each
2-CD set!

PI -'l. .'■"

Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?

1 -'.:» I. BMTl, V*

'harlotta, !l. Uro.lm
Jrasnsbbro. I, ;trolini
• tlS'l'.S,

)-0!*a;l«

Wasi Pile lattU, fie.
PEAR!.
- Warn Pa la Baa:i, Pi*.
- Taapa, florin
- No* Orlsani, Louisiana
- Uaapnls, Tannassaa
• NailvHia. Tannasaaa
:

i■ ■ ■ i ■

Inllana

'oluabaa, Olio

- Jonas Baa:h, Naa Ton

JAM

- Jonas Was:1;, Naa to
• Jonas Basin, Naa lor

- Boston, Uassai'waaattB
- Boston, l>'as*a:iu*saLtn

Consider Joiningoiir Team!
JMU Computing Support is now hiring for
Summer/Fall 2001. Interviews for the
following positions:
•
•
•
•

HelpDesk Consultants
General Lab Assistants
Training Office Assistants
Operations Assistant

Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours

PM laiaioila, Pann.
PnllalalsnU, Pann.
Was-ilnojton, 3"
Pltlaburgn, Pann.

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6

Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at
http://www.jmu.edu/computing/labs/apps/
Applications are due by Sunday, 3/18/01. Note: we may be
interviewing as the applications come in, so get yours in early!
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Students travel across country
and world to help communities

JMU spared cuts in finalized budget
from Va. page 1

from SPRING, i«gr 1

If you've got the will to
do something, you can
accomplish anything.

orite

thing

part of my life,"

about service
is
sharing,"
Jones said. "My goal is to inspire
others to lead a trip next year.
Showing people my passion is
my favorite."
A group co-led by junior
St.uiv Abraham traveled to
John's Island, S.C., to work with
Habitat for Humanity.
"We worked eight hours a

7 7

Abraham s.uu
"It's a good
opportunity to do something
worthwhile over your break. I
think a lot of people need to
help, and I'm fortunate to have
the opportunity to help others.
I've learned such good leadership skills and that there was a
definite need for people to gel
out and help. If you've got the

phuo MM) rf ADAM JONES
I Uj Gavin. I to r, DomMca native Oaraktna, Juntar
Kymbar Lovett and •ophomor* Adam Burrowbrtdga (at ready
tef tha itudanti' first maal In Dominica.

|THK BREEZEIS

Va. state budget crisis
no crisis for universities

Spring breakers
make connections
day, Monday through Friday,
building houses and playing
Dominica, scver.il islands ItM.itwith kids," Abraham Mid
ed north of South Amenca, to
"John's Island is split into the
educate the island natives about
rich section and the poor secenvironmental conservation. He
tion. The people who apply for a
and his group planted gardens,
house have to spend 500 hours
painted trash cans and educated
helping to build the house "
elementary
Abraham and
school
chif- — • i—
her
group
dren about litworked
on
tering. They
three houses,
also
helped
laying
the
the children
foundation for
write letters to
two and paintpen pals in
ing the third.
— Stacey Abraham I (immunity
ll.imsonburg.
junior xn{cc b a biJ,
"My fav-

15, 2001

phMo cowmy ol STACEY ABRAHAM
Junior. Staeay Abraham, laft,
and Kata Wyatt co-lad an ASS
trip to John' • Island, S.C., to
build houi.i.
will to do something, you can
accomplish anything."
Alternative Spring Break is a
branch of Community ScrviceU'aming, a partnership designed
to involve students in community-related services.
"The thing I like best about
my job is that the AltemaHve
Spring Break program is a oneweek experience that changes
people's lives," CS-L coordinator. Rich Harris, said.
Students who went on
«l"mestic trips each paid $190 to
tr.nel to various poverty stricken regions to experience firsthand how volunteering can
improve not only the lives of the
strangers they touch, but their
lives as well, Harris said. The
cost of the Dominica trip was
about $400 apiece.
"When students come back,
tliev feel Ihey have received
more than they have given,"
I l.irnssaid.
On March 26, students who
participated in the program
will meet to reflect %pon their
experiences. Slides and pictures will be shown of the
groups trips
"It's the heart of the trip,
reflection," I farris said.
The program was started at
JMU in 1992 to help hurricane
victim* Since then, the JMU
chapter was named
IWH
Program of the Year by Break
Away, a national organization
that promotes community service by college students.

prepare for the next year, the delay of only two
weeks is not believed to have caused any significant setbacks for JMU. Hilton said.
"1 couldn't imagine it would have had an
enormous impact," Hilton said.
He added that he did not know of any specific department being greatly affected by the
14-day hold on travel and equipment expenses.
Doug Brown, vice president for academic
affairs, was not available for comment about
the effects of the freeze on different academic
departments.

point Senators opposed to the tax cut have
made little headway in forging a compromise
and Cilmore has not backed down.
"A special session would be a waste of time
if 70 percent tax relief is not a subject of diseussion," Sen. John Chichester. finance committee
chair, said in the March 13 issue of the Richmond

nma Dbprtch
Hilton declined to comment on the potential
effect on JMU if the state fails to pass an amended budget.
"I think you have to wait on the final decision of what the budget is," Hilton said.

How the budget was balanced

The battle continues
Rose joined other state college and universe
ty presidents in Richmond Tuesday for a
Virginia Senate Finance Committee hearing to
address the budget matters.
Although JMU's current budget remains
intact, proposals for more state funding by
means of amendments to the state's budget will
not be addressed if the General Assembly fails
to pass a new budget. Proposed budget amendments include $27 million for CISAT's third
academic building and $8 million for Harrison
Hall renovations. An additional S8 million was
also requested to hire new faculty to catch up
with enrollment growth.
"We wanted an amended budget that would
raise salaries for teachers, faculty and state
employees and we still do," Cilmore said in his
prepared remarks on Monday.
Cilmore has said he mav *..ill a special legislative session this month in hopes of rea. hing
a budget agreement, but the current situation
looks bleak.
Cilmore's demands t,, Indude ■ 70-pCKCnl
car tax cut in the new budget as part of a 100 percent phaseout plan is the major sticking

To balance the budget, Cilmore delayed
Marty $275 million worth of state building projects not under contract More than 70 percent
of those projects are at colleges and universities
JMU's lone project affected by the hold is a
873,000 plan to replace sewer and storm lines
in parts of campus west of Interstate 81.
Construction projects that already received
funding will not be halted.
Other state schools took a much greater
blow as I result of the building delay. The
University of Virginia faces more than $38
million in stalled building projects, Virginia
Tech $30 million and the College of William &
Mary almost S20 million, according to the
rail's Pispalch.
t .ilmorealsocited money from reduced state
agency (pending ,md the use of additional
re-i-iir, e) that brought the total savings to$506
million. $85 million more than what was needed to balance the budget.
"We took these actions because we needed to
pool as many of the state's resources as possible," Cilmore said. "This enabled us to have the
most choices and make the best choices to balance the budget"

Like what you've read here?
Help make it accessible to the world

Join The Breeze Web
Support Staff today!
Gain experience, get paid
Contact Online Editor Ste at X6I27 or grainesd0jmu.edu

Are you feeling
overwhelmed,
stressed about where
to live next
year?

Let Squire %
liill help
make your life
easier.

Summer in
Korea
May 10-May 30, 2001
Estimated cost: $2,600 plus tuition
Course: HIST 391 "KOREA: Past & Present'
Based in Stoul, the program will viiit

For more informotion, contott:

.

Kyongju and Puyo

•

Cheju Island

Dr. Indol Choi
Professor of Music

•

Haeinta Temple

•

Andong

•

Mt. Sorokson Notional Pork

•

and moral!

thoiid@jmu.edu
568-6583
or
Dr. C. K. Toon
Prolenoi of History
yoonek@jmu.edu

I el V-f rriemm
. Larae Closets
. I in

IIKIHI.IIIS

i.y \ .

.Bedroom Garden and
Townhcmes
. i enl Direct—Convenient,
Automatic Rental
Payment I rcitram

Bring in your application and deposit
by April 15th and receive
free basic cable for the year.

568-3607

■free basic cable per apartment"

SQUIRE HILL APARTMENTS 434-2220
Clubhouse, Devon Lane
www.wmci.CQm
•
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SGA urges students to
get politically involved
BY KIMBIRLY MILLI:R

contributing writer
With
sludonl
clivhons
apprxvichinj; within lluru-vi two
weeks, the Student Government
A—OdaBon is trying to attract
potential candid-ito.

JIIASWCJTW

Update

SGA
President
Mark
Sullivan said, "| We are) trying to
encourage a large numhv ol
students to tome on out |to run
for office]."
The election will be held
March 28 and all students are

encotmnd to .lpplv, Sullivan
Said I In- requirements intlude
a 2.0 grade-point average or
higher, and dedication and a
willingness to help," according
to Sullivan.
Applications can be picked
up at the SC'.A office in l.ivlnr
234 or at the Warren Hall information desk. Applications for
these
positions
are
due
Mondav, March 16 at noon in
the SGA office.
This year, the SGA ha~ made
some changes to the ofHoM and
the electoral pnxess m ,m effort
to better serve [ML students.
The student representative
to the Board of Visitors will be
elected by the students this year.
In previous wars, the position

\IJI j w

POUCE LOG, from page 2
The investigating officer also reportedly discovered a second vehicle that had been broken
into. The subjects had reportedly attempted to
pry out a factory CD player in the car and damaged it in the process. Damage to the right side
window was reportedly $50.
• A vehicle theft was reportedly attempted
between March 9 and March 11 in A3-lol al the
Convocation Center.
The owner of the vehicle reportedy found the
steering column removed and other items missing.
Damage to the steering column was reported at
$250 and the stolen items reportedly included a
JMU dass ring worth $330,20 CDs worth $200 and
a Sony portable CD player worth $70.
• Unknown persons reportedly removed a pocketbook from a JMU employee's desk drawer on
March 12 between 3 and 5 p.m. in Roop Hall.
The contents ol the wallet reportedly included
credit cards, cash, a driver's license and other
items.

was tslccled by the Board of
\i-itor~ According to Sullivan,
I his way it will be more repre-

sentath e oi the students"
In addihon, class council elections will be held in the spring
BO students can have moa- time
to plan good events for the coming ear," Sullivan said.
Sullivan said that last year 18
percent of students applied for
SGA positions, "which is pretty
good for a school this large."
IMS M.it. Sullivan said the SGA
is trying to increase that number
ITie ideal candidate is someone who has "a commitment to
the campus, and has been
involved ... someone who's in
touch with the concerns of the
students," Sullivan said.

Auto Theft
• An auk) Ihefl reportedty occurred Invoking a 1985
Honda Accord n B-tot at the Convocation Center
between 10:30 am. March 9 and 1p.m. March 11.

Property Damage
• A JMU employee reported damage to a 1999
Dodge quarter panel in l-lot at Shenandoah HaH
between 9 p.m. Feb. 27 and 7 a.m. Feb. 28.
The scratch is approximately 2 inches long ana
is located on the decorative wheel flap.
Indecent Exposure
• An indecent exposure incident reportedly
occurred on March 11 at 11:58 p.m. in FI3-lot on
Carrier Drive.
The suspect is described as a black male, in his
30s, weanng a long-sleeved navy blue shirt.
Harassment
• A JMU student reportedly received a harassing
telephone call in Potomac Hall on March 13 at
12.49 a.m.
Number ol drunk in public charges since Aug 26
59
Number of parking tickets issued between Fob 26
and March 4:955

Keep that Spring Break Tan!

some gmm

Harrisonburcj's Premier Tanning Salon is
Now Open

Cjoidkern ^oolmm?
¥

Wayside banning
Company

Old Country Store

If you want great service
and the highest quality foodJoin us at Cracker Barrel

Offers Brand New Stateof the-Art
•Sun beds
Show your college ID for 1 Month
Unlimited in our Low Pressure Bed $30
Located In the Valley Center: 243 Neff Avenue

Don't forget to stop by our gift shop!

574 - 3099
1-81 & Pleasant Valley (Exit 243) Harrisonbure

Hourm: frJoH-Sat 9 AJA ■ 9 PJA

438-<CAMS

Sun 2 PM - 6 r>M

Offer Expires 3-31-01

"gtoafton. gtovall (ftovU*

UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

UPB

■

cftatch

Recovered Property
• A victim reported that a license lag had beer
anonymously returned on Feb. 28 at 2:05 p.m.
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For More Info Call the Movieu'ne at X6723 or visit wiuuj.upb.org. Admission is $2
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The University Program Board
presents

Ralph Nader
Saturday, March 17
Wilson Hall
7 p.
There are no more tickets available for Wilson Hall, but you can
still see Ralph Nader speak at one of the following Satellite locations:

Grafton-Stovall Theatre
CFW Room in ISAT
Warren Hall Airport Lounge
JMU Cable Channel 43
or catch a live webcast on www.upb.org
For more information, contact UPB
at X6217 or visit www.upb.org

(IPB

©lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
S^

S^

V

S^

'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O

O

O

C"<

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue, wf>j DVAM V.I 1(1 AI I ,
Harrisonburg
Jv[:ANAI.IMINI IIKOI I'

1

Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
Well lit parking areas and walkways.
1
Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
1
No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.
1

£>

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
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SPOTLIGHT
JANKMcMI GH u»:<>rphotographer

TopiC:Whatisthe
craziest thing you saw
over spring break?
"In lamaica, I saw
luv people do 1J
sexual positions in
30 seconds."

Laura Curtin
junior. SCOM

" / sum a woman
with a size 12
shoe."

Eric Danzeisen
junior, kinesiology

"I was walking down
Hie street and 1 saw a
giant man with a ladle
and he asked me if 1
wanted soup and 1 was
like all right.'"

David Huber
junior, ISAT
"1 saw multiple
instances of small
stray dogs humping."

Slaying dragon with the wrong sword
In September, sophomore Leslie
George passed away alter a four-year
battle with anorexia and bulimia.
It is unfortunate that it often takes •>
tragedy to elicit awareness; however,
with this tragic end, the JMU community has been focusing on eating disorder awareness. And addressing this
problem is not a tragedy at all
A memorial fund has been created
in George's name and fund-, raised
will go toward awareness programs.
I Belle's father, Ron George, spoke
about her battle with eating disorders before spring break and this
evening, Tri-Sigma, George's sorori<
ty, is holding a Cakewalk Carnival to
raise funds and awareness about eating disorders.
Awareness has certainly been
raised through George's passing
through a moving speech by her
father and will most likely be promoted through the informatutn.il
booths at tonight's carnival. And,
although the funds raised from the
carnival will be used to further eat
ing disorder awareness, it seems that
there is an inherent problem with
the
theme
of
a
cakewalk.
At the carnival, chocolate and

vanills frosted cakes will line the Festival walls. The very "dragon" that
George is said to have battled with,
will be part of a carnival held in her
honor. Again, there seems to be
something inherently wrong with
tins concept.

-tiThe very 'dragon' that
George is said to have
battled with, will be part
of a carnival held in
her honor.

Ron George said that bulimia is not
about vanity. It is a disease of the
mind, not the body, according to the
March 1 Breeze. Most know this is true
the way to target an eating disorder
is not simply to gain weight. So why
would a fund-raising and remembrance event for a bulimia and
anorexia sufferer feature junk food?

Wouldn't promoting healthy and
nutritious foods have been more
appropriate? Eating cake won't do
much to promote well balanced eating
habits and stable self esteem.
Eating disorders are not about
food or the body, just like Ron
George said, they are about the mind.
The reasons behind eating disorders,
like overwhelming schedules, insecurity and warped body image, should
be explored.
"After Leslie's death we knew we
wanted to do something to raise"
awareness of eating disorders on ( Bins.
pus," senior Becca Megel, Cakewalk*
co-chair said. The carnival, conceived*
after Tri-Sigma was contacted by dirv»
ing services and including inform,)-"
tional from General Mills Food Ser-"
vices, has the right causes in mind, but
seems to be missing the mark.
However, the event has many benefits — funds from the event will go
toward eating awareness education [
and informational booths will be distributing information on disorders. It
just seems fairly obvious that raffling
off and asking people to sponsor
cakes is inappropriate for this serious cause.

Katie King

CIRCUS AMERICANA

senior, SMAD

"One night during
tin/ alternative spring
break, I saw a huge
white ring around the
bright moon in the
sky."

Satoko Odagawa
sophomore. IDS
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DAN MAURER

Fallen servicepersons forgotten by media
The closer I come to getring my trusted automobile back from the
repair shop, the more and
more my mind is tree to
wander through subjects
completely unrelated to the
logistics of life without a car.
Humming a ride or coordinating my on-campus schedule MI that I minimizt the
time I spend walking along
I'ort Republic Road or in the
passenger seat of someone's
not-quite-as-good-as-mine
car have been number one
priorities for me.
Spring break, and mv
nearly empty wallet, afforded me the opportunity to
think a lot about two tragii
events that have blemished
the now pockmarked face of
2lst centurv America: the
recent crash and untimely
death of a plane full of Virginia National Guardsmen
and the collision of two
Army transport helicopters
over Hawaii during B tier,
ing maneuver last month.
On Saturday, March 4, 18
members of the Virginia
National Guard's
203rd
"Red I lorse" and three ucw
members from
Florida's
171st Aviation Battalion perished when their C-23 Sncrp.i a in raft crashed in central
Georgia. The unit was on its
way back to their southern
Virginia til base after two
weeks ctl training when its
cargo plane crash landed
and exploded in a recently
plowed field that had been
turned into a boggy quagmire of thick, soupy mud
and weeds All 21 passengers died "ii Impact Investigatorae think the crash was
the result oi atomy weather
in the region.
The technicalities of the
crash are still ben .
incd by the Army and by the
National transportation and
Safer) Board according to

recent Associated Press articles. Suffice it to say, 10 percent ol the 203rd Red Horse
died that day — imagine
what the impact would be if
you lost 10 percent ofl am

organization, The loss is dec
astating, not merely to the
unit itselt which lost highly
trained, experienced and
dedicated
sere kepersons.
but to the families of those
citizen-soldiers, who lost
husbands, lathers and broth
an In an osientibh meaning
less accident Thousands of
friends, relatives, politicians,
and
locals
crowded the
mass funeral
for
these
men,
ing that Virginia knows
how
to
honor
its

bulk of media, and therefore
popular attention, in the
ensuing days was focused
not On the individuals and
paying tribute to the sacrifice
they made, but on the
awards shows, talk of a
"reformed" XFL and who
pardoned whom, when, and
lor how
now much.
for
s with the recent collision between two
tBIackhawk helicoptors in Hawaii in which six
were killed and 11 injured,
the media tends to ignore the
tragedy of
peacetime
accidents —
somehow,
they think,
the
honor
and sacrifice
is
diluted
because
it
didn't
involve
a
hostile
enemy But
the families and servicemen
and servicewomen who
must now live without their
lost family and peers do not
see any difference, and nor
should they. The media has
a bias — of a type I'm not
sure 1 could define, but illuminates
itself
perfectly
when its attention is mcxired
to the personal histories of
the white-collar criminals
that the recently vacated
administration chose to pardon, or whether or not the
wealthiest 1 percent will be
pa) ing 33 versus 39 percent
In i.i«es
You might say that Amcr
ican media, for all the good
that it can accomplish, has
grown up with Attention
DeAdl Disorder. It needs
some Ritalin to bring its eyes
back to where they belong:
peering on the graves of the
Eirt-fimc soldiers wh< > can n I
nger bnng their skills to
Ix-.ir on constructing bridges.

An

Tlie real crime saturating
the face of this disaster
-.how- goes beyond the hormr of
the soldiers'deaths.

heroes
What I have trouble sw allowing, however, is the mass
media's (especially television's) neglect of the Story
Aside from brief reports hv
CNN, the majority of networks and cable news st.i
lions essentiall) Ignored
what happened after the initial story broke. No massive
background investigations
are being kicked off; no
human-interest story, on
NBC news to stir upS) mps
thy; no follow-up on the
impact it will have on Virginia s Guard units, nothing As a result, the majority
ol people (even In m) own
limited sphere ol reality)
knew absolute!) nothing
about the tragcd)
The real«rime saturating
i| s fSK e i'I this disaster
goes beyond the horror
Oi the soldiers' deaths. It is
the i rime of neglect that
needs to be discussed, i Hnd
it incomprehensible that the

?5

repairing dams or building
shelters for hurricane victims,
as members of the 203rd were
trained to do. Nor on the
graves of the men who, fully
aware of the dangers and
risks inherent to their profession, wen- training to win our
wars efficiently and effectiveS' and in the end cost them
eir lives.
Tr> honor a soldier
means to honor the
,i. ritice he or she has
made. To honor the Sacrifice
doesn't require much effort,
merely the recognition and
awareness that such sacrifices are made on a daily
basis and the silent appreciation that there are those people in the world who volunteer for it When you wave
an American flag put your
hand over your heart to sing
the anthem, wear a yellow
ribbon or visit a war memorial or monument, you are
paying silent tribute.
In times of war or on
anniversaries of great confiicts, the media has no
dearth of appropriate language to bring us to tears; I
only ask why — in the
event of a training accident
over friendly soil — the
servicemen are somehow
less worthy of our acclaim
and attention.
Peacetime tragedies are
no softer than wartime

tragedies

only the enemy

has a different face. For too
long, the media has been that
peacetime enemy, sapping
the military of its strength,
not with overwhelming firepower but with the sbWM c
ol words.
Ihn MilurtUtlh" fflll
leaf n wnu

nuipr

n

atvW
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Darts
and

A '"thanks-for-bcing-such-a-sport" pal to the JMU
grounds worker for letting me lake your picture for my
photojournalism class.You saved the day.
From a senior who knows you probably didn I want
your picture taken at 8 a.m.. but was glad that you were
such a nice guy and didn I give her a hard lime.

A "say-it-ain't-so" dart to the girl who asked me when
she could get Thurgood Marshall tickets because slic
thought he was coming to speak at JMI
Fmin a Undent who would like to lell you that die
answer is "never" ami who really hope\ that you 'fill
ize the severity of xour question.

Dart...
A "you-have-impeccable-timing. not" dan to my exE'friend, who waited until we got to Cancun before
uking up with me.
Sent in by your ex-boyfriend who wanted you to know
he hud a good lime anyway, with someone much belter
litoking than \ott.

Darts A Pals are submitted
anonymously and printed on a spaceavailable basis. Submissions are
based upon one person's opinion of a
Siven situation, person or event and
II not necessarily reflect the truth.

BREEZE|9

Dart...

Pat...

Pats

15, 2(K)1 ITHE

Pat...
A "thanks-for-going-abovc-and-bcyond-lhe-call-ofduty" pat to Officer Sid who helped us look for a JAC
card for half an hour in the pitch black and cold.
Sent in by some amazed students who are grateful for
your efforts and will, in the future, hide our JAC cards
somewhere secure before provoking friends to tackle us.

Pat...
A "your-support-is-truly-apprecialed" pat to all of the
faculty, students and organizations who continually
demonstrate their support for JMU athletics and the S< )S
cause.
hnim an SOS supporter who applauds MHO effort! and
believes the future of JMU athletics will lie brighter
because of you.

Dart...
An "are-you-security-or-somcthing-clse'.'" dart to the
guy who kept shining a flashlight through ins bedroom
window during break.
Sent in by a frightened \enior » ho doesn i think you
need to "check to see if my windows are locked" e\ cry
tight if I told you I M 01 home the first night U happttU d

Dart...

Pat...

A "stop-faking-and-baking" dan to my charming and
beautiful co-worker.
Sent in by your desk mate who thinks you took plenty
\unnx without fake solar enhancements.

A'lhanks-for-thc-memorics" pat to the sweet lady who
nursed me hack to health all the way home from Cancun
Sent in by a junior who was feelini: ill al'tei a week in
Mexico, not to mention feeling ill fmm the wend guy
with the horses who was in the airport and on his lli^hl

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-not-letting-us-lose-faith" pat to the girl
in line behind us at Town & Campus Records the other
night who comforted our fears of the new Dave
Matthews Band CD. and reassured us that over time we
will once again be amazed by the talent of this musical
group.
Sent in by three nervous fans who appreciate your dedication and aspire to be nu>re like you.

A "you-fired-the-wrong-guy" dart to the JMU ^ministration for dismissing coach Ix-fty Driesell. who will
be taking his Georgia Stale basketball team to the
NCAA tournament.
Sent in by a student who is disgusted in our learn i Mi
jtoints in its last game... I've seen girls high school basketball teams score more than that.

E-mail darts and pats to breezedp(",hotmail.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Keister Elementary thanks
JMU students
To the Editor.
At a time when the community has been hearing so many negative comments about JMU stu-

dents, I wanted to write and let everyone know
about something positive they did. C)n Saturday,
March 3, when the majority of the JMU student
body had left for spring break, 15 students came
to Reiser Elementary School and volunteered in
our Cougar Carnival for more than three hours.
They even stayed to help clean up the cafeteria

and gym when the carnival was over even though
they still had a three hour trip ahead of them to
volunteer for a week at the Gesundheit! Institute
in West Virginia. It is refreshing to see students so
unselfishly give their time to help the younger
members of their community.
On behalf of the FTA, I would like to publicly

thank these ]MU students lor all their help and
for being such fine role models to our elementary students.
Karen Rose
W. H. Keister llementary
FTA president

WNIT TOURNAMENT
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. TEMPLE
(-onuocaklon Centex

First 200 students get in FREE!
Must show JACard!
Call 568 DUKE!

2

BEDROOM UNITS
•

•

SOUTH MAIN STREET
• WALK To CAMPUS
ETHERNET, FURNISHED

434-3509

487-4057
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW

TARA STARNER

Twenty-year-old sadly watches everybody else turn 21
I'm at that point in my life where I'm still 20
years old and all my friends are turning 21. It's a
sad. sad time for us poor 20-\v.ir-okK out there I
mean, I still have five months until I turn 21. It's
absurd to think that I'm going to have to watch
my friends head off to Biltmore and Finnigan's
Cove while I must continue going to obnoxious
apartment MfttM
Let me start at the beginning Mv friend
Meredith turned 21 in November. She WM tinfirst of our group to hit the big 2-1. We were
filled with mixed emotions — txdfltmtfll tnd
anxiousness for her combined with total and
complete jealousy. Bein^ the first, 1 pitied her,
because she really didn't have anyone to "hit the
bars" with. So Meredith's 21st birthday consist
ed of us sitting around her apartment drinking
wine and watching "Family Feud." Not B bad
party by my standards.
Next came Rachel, my roommate. Now the
21-year-olds were beginning to take over im
apartment. The situation started to become very
weird. A whole group of us went out for
Rachel's birthday We had a big table in the nonsmoking section of Chili's, and that's where the

separation began Afar wc ordered, the 20-year
olds sat at the table, talking and drinking our

sodas while the oh-so-cool 21-year-olds (consistwasting my day away watching television or drinker, so 1 can see why they don't exactly
ing ot only Rachel and Meredith) headed over to some other equally boring activity. That's the understand why I'm so anxious. It's the social
the bar to drink
thing that really gets to me. I just don't want to environment that I'm after.
Soon the food came. We ate, we talked, we be stuck at some mundane apartment party,
That's not the only reason though. I like
laughed, and When it was time tor dessert, thev when I could be at a bar socializing with all of knowing that I will have the freedom to drink
drank again The expressions
my friends.
with my best friend if I have a good or bad day.
on our faces were that of total
I'm just now starting to realize There are so many other things too. I'll be an
envy Mouths open and droolhow long five months really is. adult — well, sort of, and I'll finally be free from
The crazy thing is that Out of my nine really good the majority of those fun parental restrictions.
ing we Stared at the two as
they took their "Girl Scout
I'm the second to last to Of course, with my luck, that won't happen
1
turning
21 to me really friends,
COOkle' shots. Then Rachel
rum 21. My poor friend, Coleen, until I graduate!
united at me and told me th.it
|jf|J (ll)()Hf drillkill^, hilt >s the last I can see it now — this
The best thing about turning 21, though some
I had to tmell her glass. As sad
summer while everyone else is may not believe me, will be being able to hang
■is that ma) sound, the even
out partying and bar-hopping. out with all my friends at bars and other places
sadder part is that I actually
Col and I will be hanging out in where you have to be 21 to enter. OK, I'll admit,
took that opportunity to sniff
our apartment, eating pizzas it will be nice to be able to go to the store and buy
her drink Atterwards I l(x>ked
and watching 'Temptation a six-pack, but that's not all I'm looking forward
up at my friends and laughed,
Island" reruns or something to. All you 21-year-olds out there — I hope you
re.ili/mg how ridiculous I looked. 1 mean, only pathetic like that. OK, maybe it won't be that realize all the freedom you have right now. I
an underage person would get pleasure out of drastic hut you get the picture.
can't wait to have that type of independence. For
sniffing an empty shot glass. I can only tell you
The crazy thing is that turning 21 to me real- now, I'll have to deal with being 20. Don't get me
that it is not that ^iti*.tvin^
ly isn't about drinking, but about socializing. wrong, I'll make the most of it, but I'll be waiting
Next month another roommate, Sarah, turns
I or instance, after a hard day of work, some of — those five months are sure to go by quickly.
21 I must say at least I know th.it our fridge will my co-workers go out for a beer. Me, well I go
never he lacking beer! Actually, 1 know that the home and watch television. It would be nice, for Tata Starner is a junior SMAD major who is tired of
moment Sarah turns 21 my jealous) "ill skyrock- once, to be able to let out my frustrations with being a designated drnvr and is ready to be out socialet While im friends art' at happy hour, I will be them. My friends all know that I'm not a big izing with her 21-year-old compatriots.

about socializing.

Hey Harrisonburg,

ILc&fiyr ILiiwiiinicg

Lick This. #.
i Buy one cone
1
Get one free
i
.
■

limit one per person, per visit
expires 3/31/01

l"

5 Bedroom Loft
'

i Buy one cone i
1
Get one free

i

Hunters Ridge

i

I

.
I

(Limited Availability)

limit one per person, per visit
expires 3/31/01

premium*

434-6980

FUNKIIOUSKK
& ASSOCIATES

D*I«V nAM

58 E. Wolfe Street

ICE CREAM

Property Management. Inc

Avoid A Monsterous Registraion Hold!
••
!#

.♦*
*

Be sure to take your Tech Level I &
Information Seeking Skills (ISST) Tests
Freshmen must pass the three components of
the Tech Level I tests to avoid a hold.
Registration holds will he placed March 21, 2001

m

h

All Tests
ASHBY HALL COMPUTER LAB - LB7
March 12-April 27

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

3:30 PM - 7:30 PM
10:00 AM -7:00 PM
10:00 AM -7:00 PM
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM
9:00 AM- 7:00 PM
9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Tech Level I Tutorials—Ashby Lab
I rul.iy. March I6,h

Monday. March \9*
Tuesday. March 201"

Instruction begins at 3:30 pm
Instruction begins at 6:00 pm
Instruction begins in 6:00 pm

Freshman ISST Deadline is April 26, 2001
If you haii' questions about the Tech Level I or ISST
requirements, please email lech-one@jmu.edu or call Cheree
Hammond at exlention 740.1. Additional testing hours and current
information for the Spring 2001 semester will he posted regularly on
the (ienlul webpagt at http://www.jmu.edu/gened/lechcomp.hlml

SgsBOTSaSill

ISST Tutorials
One hour tutorials available in Carrier Library, Room 301
Monday, March 12
Tuesday, March 13
Wednesday, March 14
Monday, March 19
Tuesday, March 20
Wednesday, March 21

Beginning at 2:00
Beginning at 3:00
Beginning at 4:00
Beginning at 3:00
Beginning at 2:30
Beginning at I 1:00

THIKMMY. MARCH

IFESTYLES

15. 2001

THKBRUVI

kCADEMIA NUTS by SETH CASANA
f FERRET S SOW AU
OUT! CHEtK THEM S"oRrV'« ]
HE'S gUMflM' Win/!

'/'UJSKP! CON'T WO«W. fii««Y»)
1'i/e 6oi" * CKKT oiurMWT Vou

I CAd {XX. &SIKS. THINK OF

THE Sroey ioi'vx 6«r ro
^TtLL SACE AT ScH«U

ASKOCL
Dear OCL, is it necessary to have a contract for a summer sublet, and how do I go about doing that? Thanks! - Kate 2003

Dear OCL, I found a place to sublease. What do I need to know
or watch out for? J.H. 2003

Bottom line, Kate. Yes, you should have a contract when subleasing. Whether you are the "subleaser" or the "subleasee" it is a
good idea to have on paper the agreement to sublease and all the
rules and responsibilities that this implies. You'll want to include the
address ot the place, the length ot the lease, how much the rent is and
when it is due. Also include in the contract the name the utilities will be
in and how these payments will be made. A copy of the original lease
should be attached along with phone numbers for the landlord and
your parents and your renter's parents (they usually know how to find
you if there is a problem). It is important to understand that even
though you sublet your place you are still held accountable for rent and
damages that may be incurred. Know who you are subleasing to (and from). Get a security deposit and do a "walk
through," filling out a damage checklist so you have documentation of the way the place was when you left it. Be sure
to include this with your sublease contract - it is legally binding. OCL has sublease agreements that you can modify for
your own needs as well as damage checklists.

Dear J.H., We bet you made someone very happy by wanting
to sublet from them! There are plenty of places that want to sublet but
almost no one to sublease to. First, make sure this is a place that you
feel comfortable living in. Is it secure? Fairly clean? Will other people
be living there as well? Who will have access (keys) to the place other
than you? Second, you need to make sure that the landlord knows
about the sublease and that it is ok - you do not want to be evicted
mid-summer. Third, have a sublease agreement that spells out who is
responsible for what (utilities, etc.), how much the rent is, when payments are due and who to send them to. You will also need a copy of
the original lease/handbook because you have to abide by the rules
and regulations of the properly. Fourth, you'll want to do a walk
through listing any damage to the property so you will not be
assessed for it when you move out. Fifth, get a list of important
phone numbers (landlord's, parent's) and important dates
(when does the trash go to the curb, etc.). Sixth, remember
that this is someone else's place that you are temporarily living
in. Treat it and their possessions with respect.

Submit your question to OCL: Taylor Down Under. Taylor Hall room 112, Mall: MSC 3511 — ask-odOjmu.edu

Teppan Yaki Lunch Specials
7 days a week: 12 - 3pm
Chinese Buffet
Tofu Vegetable
Chicken Teriyaki
Steak Terivaki
Hioachi Shrimp

Only $4.95
$5.95
$5.95
$6.95
$6.95

A Few

HOUSES

eat in or carryoul ■ call ahead for carry out

■-.

Still Available

.

banquet facilities available for reservation*
ABC On

1 - 8 Bedrooms

CHIANG HOUSE
829 EAST MARKET STREET
HARKISOMirKC.VA 22801
(5401 574-4901 (540) 574-4902
•NOW HIRING*

The Wait is Over...

FI;NKHOUSER
Property Management. Inc ]

7,5

por,

Repub|jc Rd.

Purple Dawg Pizza

2 Full Time Tattoo Artists on staff now

The Dawg is out Late Nights till
3am on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Carryout and Delivery Midnight to 3am

2 Large
Tattoos & Piercings

1 Topping Pizzas

Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

%
Y? /I

HOURS:
Tues - Thurs: 12 - 7pm
Fri & Sat: 12 -9pm
No Checks Accepted

433-5612
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42 • www.paintedladytattoo.com

I
L

$11.99

1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

!
438-9620

II
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
ACROSS
Today's Birthday — Your (ravels ccnfd lead to new hope and new dudkngM, Find
a place where opportunities abound in March The truth sets you free in April, and it
could bring a bonus as well. Give up an old habit, but not your high standards, in May.
Hold onto your vision of prosperity, ralhcr than your nagging doubts, in |une To win
in July, face whatever you like least. Support from a loved one helps. Make it clear how
much you care with a promise in November You'd like to hide out. but you get to go
public in December Chart your next course at home in NXUM)

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)

Daily rating 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Today is a 8 — There may -.till be
more you need to learn.
Fortunately, I lesson today could
be |iist the thing you need to
become an expert.

AjA;

Aries (March 21-April 19)
4j£Today lli6 — Help a friend
JJI^^i solve .i problem, even il it throws
^^ you off schedule But call if it
makes vou late for another
appointment. That person would not be
amused if you didn't

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
j Today is a 6 — You might be
. right, but is it worth hammering
your point if it's going to cost
you? Why not modify your position slightly, and make a lot of money,
iMltM

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
_ . Today is a 6 — You can make a
JfA^lsiHHl deal and a ginnl impression
^W on an important person at the
same time This could take a little
planning, though; don't go for the shortterm gain

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)—
Today is a 6 — You're getting
^r stronger M the day goes on, and
AH^ more willing to lake action A
'
partner may advise against it.
but that's OK. You can do just fine by
yourself.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 — To get a job done
* on time, find a partner to help.
But don't select one who will be
' a diversion. Choose one who
will stick to the job and help you do the
same.

&;'

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_.
Today is a 6 — Hold off on a pur|S
chasing decision Tell the salesrW£) person you need to think it over
If il still looks like a great deal by
tomorrow, go for it.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 — Looks like a
' loved one of yours, maybe a
'f child, is having trouble with
authority figures Rather than
lecturing on compliance, help them out
with the assignment.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
,^t Today is a 6 — Don't keep the
^^ latest facts and figures to your?^^L self; give Ihem to people who
-^
need to know. Your input could
make a big difference in a decision, and
they'll appreciate you for it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is a 6 — You can schedule
J^J a date for tomorrow, but get back
^^. in wntk You ma) decide to pass
on a meeting with friends later.
Gel to bed early tonight; you may need
more rest than you realize.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
t Today is a 6 — Your boss's indecision in a technical breakdown
COIlU Ic.id to an interesting day
at work. Hide out in the manuals to avoid an argument. You might
actually solve the problem yourself.

^
Today is a 7 — Stand up straight
i£W» — the boss may be watching.
'^^J" You'll draw some attention. This
may not bring more money
immediately, but it's swaying the boss in
that direction. Meanwhile, finish a difficult task you've promised.

—Tribune Media Services

1 Walk laboriously
5 Actress
Bergman
11 Bound
14 Cash in Como
15 Shaken
instrument
16 Choler
17 Exploits
18 Unitot retinal
Illumination
19 Abyss
20 Follower ol Zeno
22 Stupefying
23 Golf norm
24 Be penitent
26 Rocket top
28 Swarms all over
32 Nearby
33 Caller's index
37 Farm pen
38 Isolated
39 Clairvoyant's
letters
42 Eventually
47 Meat jelly
49 For all
appearances
50 Returns the
incumbent
54 Actor Curry
55 Bub
56 French city
58 Planter
62 Pose questions
63 Recorded
65 River of Sudan
66 Female rabbit
67 Like some cakes
68 Capri or Man
69 In addition
70 Threaded
fasteners
71 Mimicked
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8 Relation in
degree
9 Taskbar images
10 Actress Beverly
11 Spots for
wallets
12 Journalist
Fallaci
13 Small seabird
21 Zodiac
connection
25 " Frame"
27 Dove sound
28 Possessive
pronoun
29 Seine
DOWN
30 Fouled by stains
1 Something extra 31 Fish choice
Itemization
34 Scand. country
3 Popular cookie
35 Slaughter in
Cooperstown
4 Film featuring
Brando as
36 French topper
Napoleon
40 Hardened
41 PGA member
5 Little devil
6 Okinawa port
43 Tanker's cargo
7 Developed to
44 Spotted wildcats
maturity
45 Hilo garlands
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:
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46 Strong-smelling
gas
47 Fleet
48 Add herbs
51 Nobody's fool
52 Carrier
53 Catch
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57 Gush forth
59 Tendril
60 Model
Macpherson
61 Marsh growth
64 Begley and
Meese

NO GIMMICKS
Just The

BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Hunters Ridge

Madison Manor

Duke Gardens

Mountain View

■Hkv' ..
■1,2,3,4,&5
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

The LARGEST
3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Square

Variety of Homes

EsRanzi

Variety of
Townhomes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

3 Bedrooms
w7 3 Private Decks

3 Bedroom
Townhomes

University Place

Madison Terrace

P 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
5

Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info@FunkhouserManagement.com

s

.;

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home

tti
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section Two

reeling
5
in one* '
Virginia Tech's
version of the UPB,
the Union, brought
Trey Anastasio to
Tech for an impressive concert
From the minds of the crowd
■nd the miMi the fttj
Anastasio, of Phiah tame, concert at Virginia lech on I eh. 27
proved lobe fulfilling, moving,
greet .IUI-M»IIR. beyond unbeBevable, the besl memorable or |ue1
plain old plum.
The show V/M organized by
Virginia lech Union,astudent-run
organization like |\n a l rtfveraity
Program hoard that is teaponaMe
and dedicated k) bringing entertainment and activities to carnpua
Similarly, t-s>tli otgardzatjom dired
their energ) toward meating students' interests and conetsl <>t com*
mitteas that handle areas th.it deal
with Issues SUCh as media relations.
musical events, moviee. advertising
and hospitality
Oil the nlghl "* 'he l"e\ show at
lech's Burruss Auditorium, all the
energy thai the l nfton directed
toward the production certainly
paid off. H\ the show's end, concertgoers expressed their satisfaction
and appreciation after spending a
nfghl viroi Tiv\ .is well as with phellow phans ^i^i dasarnatea.
I his was the K'st show Tech
ever brought hare," Melissa u-nnon.
a Tech sophomore, said
The Trey shovi adds to the
I nion's Usl oi shows th.it have
Included artistasuch as Sheryl c row
and Busta Rriythms i PB has featured acts such as G lo\eand
Special Sauce, ronk and theFoo
I ighters and will soon host
Medeskj Martin and Wood with
Openers I 'I logic and Project on
March 30.
Both the I Hi and the I nion
have proved to he good opportuni*
ties tor helping students understand
hem things operate In the Industry
The Union certainly arranged tor
an exciting concert for lre\ and his
hand oi Vermont musicians. The
energy surrouiiding the event was
shared throughout the venue as the
enthusiasm permeated the audi*
ems
lenmter C orngan MacDonald,
tai uit\ adviser to tin1 VI Union,
said the annouiuement ol lre\ 's
slum at lech caused i sudden rush
Ol eXI itement
For phans. the opportunity to see
Trey perform once again with
drummer Russ I aw ton t\n<\ bassist

Tony Markellis was heartily welcomed. Law ton and Markellis, have
both appeared on Trey's pre> lous
solo tours and were accompanied
tins tfana by saxophonist Dave "The
Truth" Grippo, trumpet player
lenmter I lartsw u k and trombonist
Andy Moroz. Tlie stage presence
that this six-piece hand delivered
was a real treat.
The tickets tor Trey's 10-show
tour were especially popular
among phans because Phiah
has been on hiatus I ike Dan
Sheehan, Union's concert
coordinator said - It's
Trey Anastasio." Sheehan
said that the line to buy
adoets outside the VI
box office was never

ending.
The sold-out show
at Tech was Trev B
only college tour
date and Sheehan
said the concert was
tough to book
because of the college sitting but
that the Union's
reputation helped
get the show.
The performance attracted
phans from as tar as
Detroit and South
Carolina. Of the
estimated 2,952
phans at the show,
everyone Hailed their
arms, rolled their
hips and skipped in
place to tlie musk
produced by one great
guitarist and the Bbc
piaOJ backup
The crow ds
response to Irev was
right on target as the\
marvelled .it lre\ and the
rhythm and horn section's
sound. The IDE-piece arrangement was downright moving
and could be romanttcallv
touching or in command ol some
good jamming.

The night looked good before
the show began but got even better
once the band walked in and
waved hello. The first song of the
first srt WAS, Til the Night" followed bv "Mozambique." 'Tush
On Til the Da v. "Tube fop
Wobble," "It Makes No
Difference.' "BurlapSack and
Tumps," "Done Done It," "When
I he Saints (|o Marching In" and
1

Drifting.*

The lirsl set was not ,\n all-out
tunky jam session as some might
have expected and it had a laidback feel that focused on the horn
section. The mood was softer and
had a lighter sound even while the
horns played. Trev seemed to sit
hack and pla\ mosth in support of

the other mustdaneai u he was

Trey Anastasio plays his guitar for an enthusiastic crowd at Virginia Tech.

Story and photos by senior writer Matt Carasella

guiding them.
After a brief intermission, the
band returned and plians phinally
got ,1 taste of Phish tunes with a difterent seasonliia I'hans heard i verrion of "Gotta Jiboo" that hinted
that the band could |am out but that
the] were not ready to break into
heavy instrumentals just vet
Following "Aqui Conto Alia" tlie
other five musicians lett the stage
and Trey put down his electric guitar, pulled up a seat, rolled up his
sleeves, picked up his acoustic guitar and played two Phish songs,
"Back on the Train" and "Wading In
the Velvet Sea."
The sight of Trey alone on Stags
silenced the audience and placed
him in complete control. Italy's
acoustic take of "Back on the ham
had a slow countrv pick up beat to
it that got the audience going just
enough so that they could sjng
along and keep their hips moving.
The auditonum was silenced to a
pin drop during Trey's acoustic version of "Velvet Sea" and the squeak
of Trey's guitar String! OOUld be
heard.
After Tray's briet solo appear-

i

■nee,

the Kind
returned and
played At the
i lazebo .i song th.it Trev Kdd
could be about .1 town Mind plaving .it .1 gazebo bt'ton' .i group of
people much like the audience,
The eel moved Intoi version of
PlveSulrStepe' "Ooh Child," then
inti> "The Way I Feel" and ended
with the all-time night pleasing,
l ii-t lube,' ,i Phiah -one >l>.><
received a Grammy nomination for
Beat Rock Instrumental

erformance
and that was
imply amazing.
After unleashing
an unbelievable version of
"First Tube" that absolutely transported phans to what fell to be a
Phiah show. Trey and the band
respectfully left the stage just long
enough to give the crowd a
breather. Upon their return the\
ended the night with "Signed,
Sealed. Delivered," an appropriate
selection that recognized Trev and
the band had made their mark on
Blacksburg and were on their
wav out.

Making beautiful music together, Trey Anaatasio played with elx others. Including drummer
Russ Lawton, bassist Tony Markellis, saxophonist Dave "The Truth" Grippo, trumpet player
Jennifer Hartswlck and trombonist Andy Moroz.
I

.
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■ 'Mexican' face off

r

'The Mexican' gels mixed
reviews from critics. Which do
you agree with?
SM story pact 15

^

"Sooner or later, il will be the book
covers themselves lhat are worshipped
and praised as artistic triumphs."
ZAK SALIH

All Things Literary
Sea story below

You can't
judge a book
by its cover

Music
to
the
Ears
Bv JESS Guns
staff writer
Over tin- next several years,
professors will delve Into the
Dante Ahghieri and emerge
world's lirsl evei opera hased

two (ML1
realm of
with the
on "The

Divine Comcd)
Proreaeoi "i Italian, Giuliani Pazzlon
and professor of nuisn and resident composer lohn llilli.ird. am combining their
forcea to product an Italian musical production of Dante's most well-known work.
An ambitious and lime-consuming wn
ture, the opera will implement a narrator
and soloists, which make the work more of
a melodrama than an opera, backed by an
orchestra, chorus and ballet.
According to Fazzion and Milliard, the
opera should consist of thnv aj ts for each seclion ol Dailies Tha Divine Comedy" —
Inferno. Purgalory ami Paradise The text will
be extracted Irom the Tt or M cantos within
each section, which give the piece .1 poeti,
Structure. "Ihe beauty of Ihe Divine
( omedy 1snulonlvll1.il il is a fantastic work.
bul because it's, also poetry," Fazzion said
The idea of the opera had been in the pro
lessors head! lor .|uitcsome time, but it was
onk during the p.isl war thai Ihe idea has
surfaced Into a feasible plan, they said.
"I had wanted to do an opera lor a long
time," Milliard said, and found Ihe topic for

the opera while on vacation in Italy last summer. "While I was walking around I Ihoughl
of 'The Divine Comedy,' the piece of literature thai made me fall in love with literature
in high school. Then I thought, that's what 1
should do."
As Ihe idea was mentioned to Fazzion, she
"saw a great opportunity to make two
dreams CORSG true' she s,iid. Fazzion, who
lea,Ties a class based solely on "The Divine
Comedy," will be extracting text from the
work to be used in the opera. She can't
include the entire work, as it would "take a
week of opera every night to cover," according to Hiliiard. Fazzion will sift through the
piece of IHarature to choose "Ihe most important lines for each character — (the lines] lhat
made (hem who Ihey were," she said.
Milliard, who has composed a concerto,
a mass md a number of symphonies, will
be writing more than three hours of music
lor ihe production. He said "The Divine
Comedy" inspires him because, as he real
Ized when he was in high school, "it's got
everything. The poetry la great and it's not
only universal, but also vivid, political,
religious, and philosophical."
Milliard will be reluming to Italv this sum
mer on a research grant from (ML) to gain
inspiration, ID network and to compose.
"When you n'ad and ate what |Dante|
mentions, and you are there [in Italy|, you can

livl and see what he saw," said Fazzion, who
lived in Italy for several years.
The main goal for the opera is to get il lo
premier in Italy, according to both Fazzion
and Hiliiard. They would also like to have it
performed around the world and hope to
bring it lo JMU eventually Both the success
and the exposure of the opera, "depend on
the [opera's] reception," Fazzion said.
As their summers will be very busy working on the opera, according to Fazzion, the
two estimate about five to six yean lor completion, factoring in their heavy teaching
schedules and taking into consideration the
length of the piece and the time required to
produce an opera of this nature "There have
been a tot of artists who have been inspired
by this masterpiece," Hiliiard said. "But no
one has really done a musical setting of the
whole thing." Attempting an opera of Dante's
entire work "would be like saying you were
going to do an opera of the Bible."
Already working hard in the beginning
stages of the opera's production, Fazzion and
Hiliiard said they are excited and motivated
In musically represent the piece of literature
that has inspired them throughout their In cs
Pioneers in their effort, Fazzion and
Hiliiard said they are determined to make
their dream come true. And they will work
through heaven, hell and purgatory to
achieve it.

Sounds to revel in
BY JESS GLADIS

staff writer
Implementing everything from pots
and pans to finger cymbals to melal
serving trays into their music, France's
Ekova recently released a new amalgamation of sounds and genres. In their
new album. Space Lullabies and Other
Fanlasmagoria, on the innovative Six
Degrees Records, Ekova puts the pieces
of world instruments, rhythms, vocals
and electronic spurts together into a
well-fitting puzzle.
A multicultural trio made up of guit.inst/leutist Mehdi Haddab, percussionist
Arach
Khalatbari
and
cellist/vocalist
Dierdre
DuBois,
Ekova's sound smears cultural sounds
acroaa a canvas of electronic soundscapes.
Guided by a mysterious and repetitive
six-note backbone, "Son Sourrit Pale"
leads Ihe listener through an idiosyncratic tunnel of sound. DuBois' enchanting
vocal vibratos coupled with plaintive
string samples induces feelings of curiosity and wonder.
Beginning with a jewelry box intro
melody, then progressing into reverberating synthesizer murmurs, a
standout, "Moon Beseeched" develops
into a haunting trip-hop track. DuBois'
vocal laments linger above rich drum

rolls and bluesy saxophone solos.
"In The Kitchen" utilizes pots, pans
and metal serving trays to convey a cooking experience. One of the more experimental tracks on the album, "In the
Kitchen" attempts to explain the unsure
reality of the "simmering, stirring,
steaming — I was only dreaming."
Though the vocals and kitchen item
experimentations are a bit ridiculous at
times, the rest of the album makes up for
the lack of cohesiveness in this song.
In the album's closing track, "In Ihe
Garden," a cappella, hymn-like harmonizations soar over samples of birds
chirping in the early spring With chilling melodic patterns that are guaranteed
to provoke goose bumps, both DuBois
and her backups' croons sound as delicate as a flower petal in the garden in
which they sing.
After carefully listening to the
album, it is easy to envision several of
the songs as a beautiful soundtrack to
a film.
The majority of the songs, most of
which are in a minor key, are both
haunting and mesmerizing. Vocals
and melodies interweave sullenly
blissful textures to create a series of
instrumental paradoxes the listener
will surely enjoy.

WARNING: The following column has
been declared heresy by the literati and
should not be read under any circumstances. All copies should be confiscated and
shipped to the incinerator for immediate destruction. If you so choose to continue reading these
words, be warned that they go against everything
you were bmught up to believe in. This column
will batter and mangle your current view of
books. You have been warned.
There. Now thai we have that out of the way I
can continue with this week's column. And please,
don't let the above warning discourage you. After
all. history has taught us that condemned writings
are probably those most worth reading.
Over spring break. I made a trip out to a large
chain bixikstore for two hours of browsing and coffee dnnking. I prowled the corridors of shelves like
a lion stalking prey in some urban literary jungle; I
watched others cradle stacks of hardback and
paperback books in the crooks of their arms; I pulled
out btxik after book, turned it over in my hand, then
re-shelved it and continued on my way. Literature to
history to poetry to horror to film/television lo
graphic novels Hi,-..... tin i.oluiionohm most
recent foray inh) the book-selling industry.
And so. like most, I gathered a few books,
plopped myself into a chair and began to rifle
through what I Kid captured, only lo discover the
eerie notion that all the books I had chosen looked
good. Now, we're not talking about content. I
mean the books were visually appealing The
hardbacks had glossy sheens and raised lettering
The paperbacks had works of art on their covers
and lilies written in romantic lettering. All of the

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
books had a freshness to them. They were pnsrine
and undamaged, without any dog-eared pages or
worn down spines. They were books ready to be
injected with the love of a reader.
I (ell guilty. Why had I taken these books off
the shelves? Not because they were by wellknown authors or they had won Pulitzers or
National Bcxik Awards. I had chosen these books
because they were visually appealing.
1 confess! I had broken the golden rule of life: I
had judged a book by its cover. Now, now, before
you turn the page in disgust, at least let me plead
my case.
We were all taught in the days when lacing
ahoaa was like scaling Mt. Everest, to never judge
a book by its cover but from what's inside. This
adage is simply a metaphorical comparison
between a book and a person's character, a lesson
to teach us that it's the personality and not the
appearance that counts. Within the realm of
txx>ks. however, covers play a more important
role than content.
Look at the bookstores in today's consumerrun society: giant warehouses with almost every
rnxik imaginable inside their bellies, strewn with
comfortable chairs and intricate display tables,
small coffee bars tucked away in far comers. With
so many books to choose from and so little time,
it's up to the book covers to catch Ihe customers'
eyes, to goad their hand into reaching up and
pulling out and making thai purchase.
I. too, was lured into this obvious consumer
landmine. Covers nowadays are not what they
were centuries ago. Gone are the heavy leather
skins and ribbed spines. Now, books are light and
crisp, with delightful fonts and cover designs that
pulsate with the promise of the words inside. It's
amazing, the visual artistry lhat goes into creating
the cover or jacket of a book.
Of course, some of you will say. "Well. I would
rather purchase a plain copy of Catcher in the
Rye' than a fancy novel whose prose belongs in
Dante's Inferno'" But let me pose this question:
If confninted with the choice of buving a plain
copy of "Catcher in the Rye" or a well-designed
copy, which would you pick, given that prices
were the same? Yep, I thought so.
And if I am that far off the mark, explain to me
why big chain bookstores like Barnes & Noble and
Books-A-Million have all but swallowed small
used bookstores? These big chain bookstores hold
the most recent editions of books, and most recent
automahcally means a more grandiose cover.
Look at the evolution of Stephen King's book covers throughout the course of his career. Now that
Simon and Schuster publishes King's works, his
covers are much more visually appealing
This is nothing lo feel guilty about, mind you
Ultimately, nothing tells more about a book than
it's words. It's better to open the book and read a
sample page or chapter than to simply look at the
cover and tuck it under your arm.
But I've made my point. I've shattered Ihe precious glass dome over today's reader/consumer.
Covers are secretly seductive so watch out for
them. Sooner or later, it will be the book covers
themselves that an worshipped and praised as
artistic triumphs. The text inside will be the
equivalent of framing. All I can say in dealing
with unknown books is: be wary.
Be wary and remember the secret lhat colorful
amphibians and insects hold: Often times, they
turnout to be poisonous
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'The Mexican'
makes millions
De Niro is at it again
coming in second with
his latest cop thriller
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

senior writer
Two new releases this
week couldn't dethrone
Hollywood's two biggest
stars from atop the box office.
Julia Roberts and Brad
Pitt remained at the number
one spot this week earning
"The Mexican" a decent
$12.1 million. The Him also
stars "The Sopranos'" mob
boss James Gandolfini. In its
second
week,
the
DreamWorks release has garnered $38.3 million.
Does Robert De Niro ever
stop making movies? "Meet
the Parents" and "Men of
Honor" were in theaters just a
few months ago and his
newest flick, "15 Minutes,"
pairs him with Edward
Burns. Kelsey Grammar
appears in a supporting role.
The New Line release
debuted this week with a
moderate $10.4 million. The
thriller, which follows two
cops (De Niro and Bums) as
they track down media-hungry killers, averaged a decent
$4,482 per location.
"Hannibal" kept on moving up the money ladder as
the MGM release passed the
$150 million plateau domesti-

cally and moved pass $100
million overseas. The thriller
now stands as the third
biggest release in MGM history, ranking behind Oscar-winner "Rain Man" and "Gone
With the Wind."
Yet another teen comedy
debuted this week, and like
November's
"Saving
Silverman," it debuted poorly in sixth place. "Get Over
It," the Miramax release starring Kirsten Dunst and pop
star Sisqo, pulled in a weak
$4.4 million.
Coming to theaters next
week is the beginning of a
slew of World War II films.
"Enemy ,it Ibv
Jude Uw and Ed Harris and
tells the true story of Russian
sniper who single-handedly
killed more than 100 German
soldiers. Soon to follow are
Michael Bay's "Pearl 1 larbor,"
starring Ben Affleck and John
Woo's 'Windtalkers.' starling Nicholas Cage. "Pearl
Harbor is expected to hit theaters Memorial Day weekend
while "Windtalkers" won't
show until late summer.
Also arriving in theaters
next weekend is Steven Segal
and DMX's "Exit Wounds."
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WXJM presents three
rockin' bands tonight
The Last Vegas, Dragstrip Syndicate and
Crossed Out Heirs will play Cantrell House
BY JESS GLADIS

staff writer
Get ready to get for a
heavy dose of rock tonight.
The Last Vegas, Dragstrip
Syndicate
and
ll.irnsonburg's own Crossed
Out Heirs will be dishing out
the latest and greatest punk,
rugged and classic rock
'n' roll-influenced runes
tonight during a WXJMsponsored show at the
Cantrell House.
The Last Vegas has
been grooving together
since 1991, according to
their Web site, www I hi-lastvegas.com. The trio
had previously played
in bands such as
RemHead,
The
Extortions
and
Andromeda, and added
their organist/harmonicist in 1998 because of
"his unique and impressive chick-getting-ability," according to the
band's Web site. The site
says his musical talent
was also pretty impressive, too.
The band has released
Ihr last Vegas E.P. and
More
Rock Than a
Crackhouse and according to
The Jambar, Youngstown State
University's newspaper, "raw
and rugged sounds, loud guitar riffs, eerie organ notes,
harmonic back-ups, pound
ing drums and a whole lot of
screaming" are all crt.ir.Kter
istic of The Last Vegas' sound.

The Dragstrip Syndicate
was born in 1997, according to
www.geocities.com/dragstripsyndicate After two members
spent time in a recording studio backing up the v.x.ilist'•
attempt to record a few Elvis
songs for his family's
Christmas presents, the trio

decided to start a band. Later,
they enlisted a bassist and a
third guitarist to round out
their sound, which is comprised of "equal parts deep
soul, pre-punk and '70s rock."
After Beluga Records
approached them to put out
an album, the band recorded

Volume, which is due out
this spring.
Contributing
some
hearty sounds from our
neck
of
the
woods,
Harrisonburg's
Crossed
Out Heirs delivers rock 'n'
roll, plain and simple. JMU
seniors Nikki West and
Jonny Kuthy and alumni
Josh Adams and Chad
Knight started playing
together in the fall
semester of 1998. West,
Kuthy and Knight had
been playing as a threepiece band of bass,
drums and guitar but
realized they "needed
another guitar in the mix
to make it sound fuller,"
West said.
Through some mutual
friends, the trio met and
recruited Adams to play
guitar, and the foursome
have been "a little rock
and roll family ever
since," according to the
band's Web site.
The Crossed Out Heirs
currently have a six-song
E.P. which they distribute
themselves and are working on another release
they hope to finish by the
end of the school year.
The show will start at 9
p.m. and entry is $3. The
Cantrell House is located at
236 Cantrell Ave., across
from Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. Good music, fun
people and a rockin' good
time await.

KNOW OF ANY STYLISH EVENTS?
CALL MEGHAN OR JULIE AT

X3846!

Get Your Graduate Degree
from the
^*~%

George Mason University School of Law

Juris Master Program
Peter Ferrara, Director
The Juris Master program is an opportunity to get
an insider's education from those who know what it
takes to become a top policymaker in the nation's
capital. Students lean the fundamentals of both
legal analysis and economic analysis. They learn
how to deploy the tools of law and economics in
public debate and private persuasion.
This 2-ycar, part-time, evening program is taught by
the nationally renowned George Mason University
School of Law faculty, recognized as among the
very best in the country in the area of law and
economics. A number of faculty members have
served in senior policy roles in Washington, D.C.
Classes are held at the School of Law's Arlington
campus, just minutes from Washington, D.C, where
students can meet the policy-makers of today and
explore future career options.
Students in the program earn the Juris Master
degree reflecting their public policy expertise, a
valuable qualification for any public or private
sector policy-related position.
The application deadline is July 1 for admission to
the program, which begins in late August. To apply
contact Anne M. Richard, Assistant Dean and
Director of Admissions, George Mason University
School of Law, at 703/993-8005 or via e-mail at
arichar5@gmu.edu.

For details, visit our web site at
www.law.gmu.edu/academics/jurismaster.html

6 MONTH LEASE ^
HUNTERS RIDGE

(Private Ownership/
Management)
8 bedrooms
still available

CALL NOW!

540-437-0340
•295.00/month, includes utilities.
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'Mexican' gets mixed reviews

>u'T©c©t!

One critic claims 'The Mexican'is amusing and contains intelligent humor
while another critic says the much-anticipated film is just 'OK'
BY

SOOn

KIM;

staff H-HUT
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tWO K'1 th*»ir separate WW$ (Cfl)
BYCARRII DODSI IN
staff writer
goes south of the border and
Samantha gin's to L.s Vegas
James Gandolfini enters the
movie as I ,ro\. .1 hit man hired
With all of its big names
to kidnap Samantha to ensure
and amusing trailers, one
that Jerry does in fact return The
would exped "The Mexican"
Mexican to his employers.
to be a tirst-rate romantic
Gandolfini is the absolute scene
comedy. One would, of
stealer of the movie and manOOUiae, be wrong.
ages to bring out the best in
Brad Pitt plays (errv. an
Roberts
accident-prone man who is
"The Mexican" is an Innovative
Involved in tome mysterious
movie that dares to
illegal activity
do things which
~1 Julia Roberts is
have not been
hi*i
fiaiuee.
"THE MEXICAN"
done in years, one
Samantha,
a
of which is that STARRING: JULIA ROBI KTS
ate and
"Sleepless
in
idealistic
AND BRAD PITT
Seattle"-like KM
woman
who
ration of the two
RATED R
tries to perinvolved characsuade him to
RUNNING TIME:
ters. Roberts and
tn.irrv her and
125 MINUTES
Pitt are only on
leave tht crimiscreen together in
nal life behind.
four or five scenes,
To escape
which lias has contributed lo I lot
from his contract with his
of Kid reviews of this film, but in
employer, however, Jerry
reality, this is what gives the movie
must hrM retrieve | very spestrength It gives the two heavy
cial gun from Mexico (aptly
weight actors time to let their charcalled The Mexican). While
acters shine without drowning each
In-tours around Mexico in his
other out. More importantly
II Camino, Samantha is kidthough, it gives Gandolfini time to
napped by 1 etoj (James
develop his character.
Gandolfini) because of her
This movie is a smart comedy
Involvement with feny.
built on irony and otter-- .1 sense ol
The pair of lovers are
sophistication to its viewers. If
together nr about 15 minutes
you are a person who appreciates
in the entire movie, a disaphumor that is more than crude
pofntrnent to those who had
jokes then you will definitely
high hopes o| seeing these two
enjoy this film.
st.us pl.iv ofl of each other. The

£• 4- £•

"The Mexican" is one of IhOM
nun let td.it reminds us (hat
humor dot's not always have to be
fin used on loilfl jokes, sex or bodily functions. This is | silualion.il
movie when* the jokes are delivered perfectly between the settings
and the smart dialogue. Sitting in
the audience, vou can sense the
rH isti and turns coming and have
no choice but to laugh every time
the characters find themselves in
another mess
Brad Pitt nlavs lerry. a simpleman who has .in abundance of bad
luck. A few years Kick Jerry was
indirectly responsible for sending a
mob boss to prison and for the past
five years has been trying to work
ofl his debt to the criminal in return
for having his life spared.
Fortunately he is ordered to do
his last job and. if completed without trouble, his debt will be considered paid off The job is to travel
into Mexico and retrieve The
Mexican, a hand-crafted antique
pistol that is surrounded in mysterious folklore.
Samantha (Julia Roberts), Jerry's
girlfriend, is not happy about Jerry
running off to Mexico. The two had
plans to go to I .is Vegas and when
she makes Jerry choose between
her and his job it is a choice of life or
death. In a hilarious scene
Samantha breaks up with Jerry and
for the better part of the movie the

majority of the film explores
their characters individually
end ahowa how thev interact
with those around them.
The plot is interesting and
creative, but something is still
trusting "The Mexican" is
simply an OK film that doesn't develop its potential for
greatness. It is slow at times
and often overly sensitive (i.e.
Samantha'a nunbttnes about
male/female relationships).
The biggest problem in the
tilni arises in the final 15 minutes, when people who were
good turn bad, and vice vena.
It is difficult to discuss the
confusion that results from
the final scenes without giving away the plot, so I will
only say that the changes that
characters
undergo
are
Strange and unfounded (especially that of Leroy).
The acting also leaves
something to be desired.
Pitt's and Roberts' character! are completely unoriginal composites of their previous roles. Gandolfini's
character, though utterly
preposterous,
u
funny,
charming and interesting.
Overall, "The Mexican'
could have been a much better movie. The acting is lackluster and the plot is oversimplified. Rather than spending
$7.50 to see it this weekend,
just wait until it comes to
l.ratton-Stovall.
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SUMMKR EMPLOYMENT:
It's not to early to start looking!

Excellent summer job fur students. <.|0.00 per hour to pack and load boxes of tiles May 14
through July 20. Must be 18 years-old. literate, able-bodied, and able to repeatedly lift 10 lb
\1u-i have Inch school diploma or GF.D. Criminal background check and fingerprinting wil
be requited. Drug screen is required of those who pass background check To obtain appli
cation materials, please contact I is.i lit/herald in Human Resources at 4.11-7075 between
1:00 pm and 4:30 pm or e-mail: lmf<?sei-inccom. An EOli/AA Employer

SEUnc.
22(1 I niv.rsitv Bhrd
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Afrfu| dodgef
Theai Wednesday

The Biltmore
Karaoke Friday

Virginia Blendi Thursday
Scott Murray: Wednesday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
I oild Schlabachi Friday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday
The Highlawn Pavilion
Ladiei Night: Thursday £> Saturday
The Gypsies: Friday
Karaoke: Wednesday

Mafnrtreet par < gritt
Sun-Dried Opossum w/guest Gypsy: Saturday
Calf Mt. Jam: Tuesday
Wiediam Wednesday

The Little Grill
Old School Freight Train: Thursday

Sugar Hollow Projecti Friday
Bob Driven Saturday

■ «%%=*
Nate Clendencn: Thursday
KYAN niM.dSKI.'ifFoprWl'Aw]

Candie's Spa

THE LOOK

564 - 2770
or

433 - 3322
Professional
HAIR -TANNING * MASSAGE

Month of Tanning $35
or
6 Tanning Visits for $ 18

Corner of University Bh/d
and Reservoir St.
(Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate
and CISAT dorms)

Heated Spa Glo Massage $45
Perms, Colors or Highlights $40

Full Body Massage $35

Haircut $ 12 with coupon

Facials $25

Paraffin Hand / Foot Dips

WWtrtrWWWWWWWWWWWWW

5-8 jam* at tfaL ^e^tUyal
Come join in the festivities & try
your luck at the many games &
contests available. You may even
end up winning an entire cake !
If you have any questions please write tojmucakewalk@hotmail.com.
All contributions will benefit the

Leslie George Memorial Fund for Eating Disorder Awareness.
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Tales of spring break adventures in Ireland
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At the Aran Islands on the West Coast of
Inishmore, Nobile found fellow Americans.

of the |rish

photos and story by contributing writer John Nobile
Upon arrival in the Dublin airport. I immediately sensed something was awry. Halls riddled
with noise, construction everywhere, ceilings
only a few inches from my head, this place really
n.is (lilti-n ill

I had been planning this trip for a long time;
my busty travel companion Shanna and I were
M't to take Ireland by storm.
I Kid now been up for 17-and-a-half hours
and it was only 10:30 a.m. We found our way
from the dismal airport to our hostel, which was
in the vicinity of the famous St. James Gate
Guinness Brewery, something ideal.
Jet lag was pushing me to the verge of passing out and I needed a bed quick. There waj M
help from Monique, the receptionist, who
informed us that the room wouldn't be ready
until 3 p.m.
My stomach, which often in this country I
found as more of an adversary, requested some
■ttantton, so we hit the streets of Dublin to get a
bite I discovered we were in the worst part of
town for food, unless you're keen on traditional
Insh fo«id (which few people are — for good reasons).
Irish breakfast consists of a variety of key
Hems tli.ii Indudi lauaagw, poached eggs, raw
bacon, fried mushrooms and baked beans —
almott anything that can clog an artery. Thev eat
trench fries, called "chips," with everything
(evenlasagna)

Leadership Education And
Development

As with any big city, a convergence of cultures and ideas will bring new things to light.
There was a wealth of Indian tandoori joints,
kebab houses, Mexican, Chinese and Italian
restaurants — good dining is something I
believe the Insh may have struggled to find
until recently
Regardless of my aching stomach, 1 sought
out the Guinness Storehouse and attempted to
drag myself and Shanna up the six levels of the
factory. When we reached the "Gravity Bar" at
the top of the building I felt so ill I couldn't even
drink the free C .uinness, some sav the
"smoothest you'll ever taste "
When I finally got to a bed, I didn't leave it
for 20 hours. And I didn't care. When I woke my
first priority was to get the heck out of Dublin.
Going south to the small coastal town of
Wicklow, we figured we'd get away from the
dirty streets and strange food.
After finding a quaint hostel on the water and
eating some lasagna and chips we headed out to
the pub to mix with the locals and hear some
Irish music. What we got was Rob GreeneArmed with an acoustic guitar and several minidiscs full of pre-recorded accompaniment,
Greene treated everyone to tavontes like,
"Uptown Girl," "Brown-Eyed Girl/' "Piano
Man" and "Rocket Man."
set REFLECTIONS, page 18

A street performer in Galway danced when a
passersby put money In the cup In front of
him.

WejCan Fix It!
(540)432-0280

Because leadership is everyone's responsibility

Fall 2001 Employment
Opportunities

We can repair ALL brands of bikes
Come in & check out our Spring Specials
Close to campus - down the hill from Papa John's

Miller Leadership
Program Coordinator:
Responsible for all aspects of the
program. Coordinator will provide
support to current participants and aid
in the continual development of the
Miller Leadership experience. Excellent
communication and organizational skills
required. Applicants must hold a min.
3.0 GPA

BRITAIN ON A BUIK.IiT
Information Session
Interested in becoming an ambassador and
traveling to the United Kingdom?

Leadership Consultants:
Working as a team, consultants are
responsible for all aspects of the LEAD
workshop series. Excellent
communication, teamwork and
presentation skills required. Three
positions are available. Applicants must
hold a min. 3.0 GPA

Marketing & Technology
Specialist:
Responsible for creating recruitment
materials such as brochures and
advertisements. Maintain LEAD Website
and database. Proficiency in web design
and MS Access required.

Come listen to Britain Youth Ambassadors
Mike Monroe (JMU) and Leslie Kling (U. of
Delaware) as well as other special guests
answer questions and discuss the way to do
it on a budget.
Wednesday, March 21

Roop Hall 129
5:30 p.m.

Applications Now Available in
Wilson Hall 201
Application deadline March 26th

For more information check out www.budgetbritain.com
or call 540.574.0148. Free guides and booklets will be
given out. Rough Guides U.K. books and CD's will be
door prizes.

For more information, contact: JMU International Programs. 568-b4l*). Milkiest l-ast. MnrJaH etlu international

For more information visit us
in Wilson Hall 204 or
e-mail lead@jmu.edu
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Reflections on Irish music, moods and foods
WEFLECnONS i

pagt \7

It was sillv I lerv wo wvxv in liclaini. tho land
»l lr.Hiitum.il I eltk music, hearing tunei WC
tegpiwd in ->ur own country But I did finalfj gri
o cn|ov a ^ tuinnm
The next d.iy we returned to our Mr Duhltn.
»nly this time to the heart of (he city. Hidden
imongtt many pubs and delicious restaurant-'
who would have thought7) lies Temple Bar, the
uppest, youngest area ol Dublin.
After I'd eaten the best salad I'd ever t.isti-.l.
AC sat in a beer garden listening to an elder
irunk, John, who played his ^uit.ir and ^m^; hut
arelv tinished a song I le did manage to bring
JS and three other couples, w ho would have
•robabU never spoken to each other, together .it
i table singing songs and passing the guitar
iround. I le was a good man ,ttnl In- song I ree
-allin'" better than Tom Petty.
Most of the night was spent in a traditional
rtusic hall, where players and Irish dancers
■ntertained and 1 received many Irish drinks
rom Sieve and Dana, a couple from I iverpool.
rhe place was packed with older couples drinkng laughing and having a blast — and it was
A'ednesday night. This ■>%.!•. something I found
vpeatedly throughout my trip — people had no
lualrm being sociable, going out drinking and

meeting people in pubs no matter how old Ihey
were or what day of the week.
Steve and I )ana walked us Kick to our hostel
and W* had a Kodak moment It was interesting;
they were older than my parents nnd a lot harder

accordion (called the box), tin whistle, the Irish
bagpipe and sometimes a Km jo. Similar to
American \MZ, traditional Irish music is comprised of many standards that players have know
since they were little babes I veki.ih told us the
best places in town to find a low kev session
Galway, though being full of youth and vigor, is a
tourist town, and the downtown pubs often got
so full that it was hard to hear the session
Taking our friend's advice, we crossed the
river and found one of Ireland's few Gaelicspeaking pubs. Entering I felt all eyes on me —
they seemed to say "we know you're Anuiu an '
We found friends easily though in an old Irish
piper named Eamonn; who allowed us to sit
with him on the condition that we weren't
"obnoxious." Eamonn I found, was eager to Kive
a listener and I was gaining more interest in the
enchanting melodies and beautiful tones of In-h
music. I le had been playing for years and his
picky ear had turned him into quite a purist.
I filled my brain with as much of his 70 or so
\ ears worth of good taste as I could manage,
plus some genealogy and plenty of Guinness
Eamonn made me a list of places worthy of his
recommendation, gave me his card and wished
us well. The Irish are a friendly folk, thev h.i\ e a
unity that is rare in our country. Guinness, foot-

io understand
Upstairs at the hostel there was traditional
music playing, so we went up. Not only did we
find an Intense NNkffl that had most everyone
on their feet dancing, but across the nx>m was
Matthew McConaughey dan Ins like he was on
fire. The music ended and he left before I could
talk to him, but he looked very passionate about
the goings on — or very drunk.
In th«- morning we hopped a bustoGalway.a
smaller city on the west coast with a large student
population. The city is known for its traditional
Irish sessions, comparable to blu*-grass. where
players bring instruments to pubs and jam.
M\ lust teacher on the ways of Irish music
WM | /ekiah, an Italian immigrant who came to
Ireland to studv traditional accordion. I le had
traveled extensively throughout Europe and
came to( .alwav for its reputation for music.
When he wasn't listening to it in the pubs, he
was playing it in thestreeti tor money.
Most sessions consist of acoustic instrumentation: guitar, fiddle, a drum called a bhudra, flute.

ball and musk gave mtm a shared identity —
something rare in OUT country.
I i ftp the journey with a particularly restful
time we headed west by bus to Rosseveal and
4^ minutes ofl the coast to bibhmora, the largest
of the Aran Islands. The 800 Arans who occupy
the Island are known tor their sweaters and not
having inv night lile m early March.
Of the three pubs on the island, one was
called American Bar Incidentally that was the
one 1 chose to avoid We did find American
Mends in Joe Watty's Bar who were more than
Kippy to share their feelings on Irish culture,
food and music with us It was a funny conversation to ny the least
We seemed to all agree that the independent
thinking that our country values so strongly,
allows us diversity and opannSSi to new ideas,
but we could never have the same kind of pride
in our land as tl>e Insh. Most kids from the States
grow up and the first thing they want is to leave
the country to see the world, in my opinion.
The Irish have an instilled sense of pride and
unity that runs deep to individual towns and
cities. Ihey have a national language of music,
traditional, folk and even nick (U2, of course),
that flows through their veins It is refreshing to

experieni e

August Orientation 2001 needs YOU to volunteer as a...

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush it].

First yeaB Orientation Guide
H

See what
the Army
is about.
Contact

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge Where you'll
get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire skills
that'll help you in your career Apply today at the Army ROTC
department, with no obligation. Before that voice tells you to
take a vacation.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

.1

Major Love

Make a difference In the lives of first year students.

iiioi* Ihwspplkaliondfadlln

i ii Mulml, "• W«o*i US and M
tFihtey. Ma.eH »• *l 5pm

at 568-3633
Uarrh IS" . |6 00« Wp«>) M*wy G5
Ihtavtav M*cti IS* I' 00 7 10pm| a*»qf CM*" Priva*. Dm* Room
IIHCVU,

OiM«»oflf>Cni«KfO0M>*ft<wfi<56flf*M4 (■r,h.njmJ,ii,,,j,M
orgotoHMtnrftMn WWWJIFRO0 trakitog and Aiiguil Oianlalton program (Augjutt 1»*-Jfl

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!
Convenient to Campus

Free Water

SOUTH AVfcNUfc

3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Microwave

UNIVERSITY
PLACE

Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

Washer & Dryer

Reasonable Rates

Dishwasher

Furnished or Unfurnished Units

Individual Leases

PORT ROAD

Ample Parking

'

•ntrance to help you
get to campus

NIVERSITV

MADISON DRIVE

Public transit at

IJMU

The Place to Be!

MA^TREST

SAT MAR

BAR & GRILL
proudly present*...

The Grandest Tribute of Them All!!! A Spectacular Tribute to:
Don t miss this ultimate
tribute to one of the most
electrifying bands in
history—G&R!!
history-G&Ri!

GUNS & ROSES"
Its

...with guest Wings of Mercy

"PARADiSE CiTY"
Student Bonus*

HALF PRICE

Present your student ID at the door & pay just $6.00, that's right just $6.00
(regular price $12.00) This show is 18 & up!
153 South Main Street Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.MainstreetRocks.com

)
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■ Men fall in CAAs
The Dukes knocked off VCU
in ihe opening round but lost
to GMU in the semifinals.
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"I just got as close to the
11 ML' as I could, put it up. followed through and prayed."
SHANNA PRICK

sophomore basketball player

Pice 21

set story below
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Lax takes a pair to open season

On Wednesday, March 7 the
women's lacrosse team traveled to
Baltimore to take on the ninthranked
Terriers
of
Boston
University and pulled out a 10-6
victory.
Junior Kristen Dinisio
and
freshman Gail Decker each registered a hat trick to pace )MU in the
win.
With BU holding a 5-3 lead two
minutes into the second half, the
Dukes scored six unanswered goals
to take the lead for good.
JMU opened the 2001 season on
Sunday, March 4 with a 154 win over
the University of Notre Dame.
Sophomore Lisa Staedt netted four
goals to lead Ihe Dukes while Dinisio,
Decker and senior Mindy Leher each
contributed a hat trick.
Wrestling takes silver at CAAs
JMU placed second in theColcnn.il
Athletic Association wrestling championships on Saturday, March 3.
Sophomore Dave Colabella won
first place in the 184-pound weight
class with a 4-2 win.
Freshman leads the way for golf
Freshman women's golfer Jay me
Langford finished two strokes off the
lead to place tied for third out of 108
competitors in the Bradford Creek
Spring Invitational.
Langford followed a 77-stroke firstround performance with a secondround of 75.
Men's tennis slashed by Pirates, 5-1
Last weekend men's tennis
dropped a 5-1 matchup with East
Carolina University in Greenville,
N.C
Junior Andrew Lux won his singles match with the I'irates' Brad
Sullivan 6-2,6-1.
Men's gymnastics drops third
straight
The men's gymnastics team traveled to Springfield College on Sunday
and lost the meet 195.600-189.800.
Freshman Jason Woodnick had a
standout performance for JMU t.illy-

F.qucstrian

I \IKK k MORAS . amMHtigfkMgr^lm
Junior Steve Ballowe slides into second against Maryland on Tuesday. He went 2-4 on the day with 1 RBI and 1 run. On Wednesday
against Appalacian State, Ballowe went 1-2 with 2 runs and a walk.

Dukes shell Terrapins 10-3
B\ Kim Ciiius.'u
staff writer
The Diamond Dukes (11-6-1) faced the
Terrapins of the University of Maryland (4-9)
Tuesday afternoon at Long Ficld/Mauck
Stadium and were tucceetful 81 they sought
revenge after last year's loss when Maryland
had 23 hits in their 134 defeat over the Dukes
The Dukes were led by sophomore pitcher
Adam Wvnegar on the mound in their 10-3
domination over the Terps.
Maryland came into Tuesday's matchup
having lost their last four games, three of which
were a series against the CAA's own Virginia
Commonwealth (4-17*5, 9-7). The Dukes had
dropped two of their last three home games
over spring break against St. John's University.
Sophomore right-hander Chris Cochran, however, was named CAA Pitcher of the Week for
pitching the eighth no-hitter in JMU's 32-year
baseball history in Saturday's game.
Coming off an injury, Wvnegar (1-1, 2.84)
stepped to the mound Tuesday with a frvsh arm
and a positive outlook.
"Coming off an injury 1 really wanted to
be baik up to full speed," Wynegar said follow Ira the game |University of Maryland is|
Bfl A<5 team, and they can hit fastballs, so I
needed to mix it up a little. Fortunately tor us,
it worked out."
The southpaw from Centreville did just
that as he set a JMU record with the 200th
strikeout of his career HitaU Ks in the game
accomplished this feat previously done by
only thn-e other pitchers in the program'■ rut
torv Coming into the game, Wynegar didn't
even seem to know he was close, and is modest about his performance.

B> Dw.w WILSON

Bowling

down the stretch — Gvery Bsme

Female high game: senior Kim Payne.
202; junior Karen (aslka. 1X5; freshman Alexis Von Schoening. 167

\inl! writer
For JMU, the women's t. AA
tournament was a mirror image of
most of its regular season games

u.is settled In ,i lew points. After
forcing overtime with a buzzerbeater, ihe 1 Hikes narrowly defeat
ed third Beaded George Mason
University In the semifinals on
March 9, 72 68. However, thev
OOuld not find a way to upset top

Male high series: Kramer. 669
Female high scries: Payne, 555
Women's Lacnv.sc
Women's
club
lacrosse
beat
Bridgewater College's varsity team 11 -X
in a scrimmage oo Wednesday, Feb. 28.
Rugby
The men's and women's rugby
clubs will be hosting a doubleheader
at Godwin Field on Saturday versus
the University of Virginia from 10
a.m. -4 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse
Men's club lacrosse is hosting
Washington and lee University for a
game on Saturday night from 6 - 8:30
p.m.
Women's Soccer
Women's club soccer is hosting
William & Mary on Sunday at noon.

eighth inning, scoring three runs with two
hits. Senior pitcher Brian Roll (6.94) closed out
the game for JMU, giving up only a tingle hit
and striking out three Per ps
JMU will be in action this weekend as thev
travel north to Towson University for a doubleheader on Saturday; and will be back al
home Monday at 3 p.m. for the List game of
that series.

MTKICK MMASii.minhun
Sophomore Brent Metheny rounds the
bases during Tuesday's game.

ODU beats JMU 66-62 to reach NCAAs

On Saturday. Feb. 24 the equestrian
club competed at Hollins University.
First place went to junior Kate McCall.
sophomore Jamie Auleito and freshman Alaina Clements.

Male high came: sophomore Steven
Kramer, 259; freshman AJ Schuster.
232; sophomore Chris Stcckroth. 220

"I had no idea," Wynegar said. "I mean, it's
great, but I was just trying to do my job and
throw my best pitches. It's awesome that it
turned out that way, though."
Fortunately, the rest of the Dukes came to
play their game, as well, finishing the game
with 13 hits and iw errors Their steady perfannanca on the base paths led to three stolen
bases, one by Lindsay and two by sophomore
Mitch Rigsby. Kach stolen base was converted
into a run for the Dukes.
Though the Terps were on the board first
as senior Chuck Easter's double sent senior
Steve Oursler across the plate, the Dukes
answered back in the bottom half of the second inning as power-hitters junior Steve
Ballowe (.466) and freshman Allan Lindsay
(.488) both singled to get on base. It was sophomore Matt Deuchler's grounding out to second base and sophomore Eddie Kim's single
that sent Ballowe and Lindsay home, giving
the Dukes the lead that they would keep the
rest of the game.
Sophomore Brent Metheny (.371), who was
three for four on the day with one RBI, was
confident in his team's game coming into
Tuesday's matchup, and is positive about
upcoming games.
I think we may have been a little intimidated at first since they're an ACC school,"
Metheny said following the victory. "But at
the same time we know we're a good team,
too. We have faith in Adam (Wynegar) and we
knew he would do his part. The rest of us just
stepped up our game and played our kind of
ball. We know if we continue to do that, we
will remain successful."
The Dukes sealed their win with a strong

Sophomore Nadlne Morgan wet
named to the All-Tournament team.

seeded Old Dominion University,
losing 66-62, in the finals. 1 topi*! the
loaf in Ihe championship game, JMU
earned a selection to the Women's
National Invitational Tournament
(WNIT).
"The rubber match was a great
game,'' OOach Bud Childers -.ml
"Both teams played very hard, and
not much was left out there on the
floor. I thought maybe the difference
was their ability to get the ball deep
on us. We were getting the ball deep
and missing eat) shots."
The Dukes grabbed an early 14 4
lead with the help of two 3s and a
free throw by junior guard Allyson
Keener The start resembled the
beginning of the last meeting
between the two teams when JMU
jumped out to an 8-0 lead to go on to
victory, ending ODU's 113 game
conference winning streak Feb. 18 at
the Convocation Center
Things began to change when
junta Center llollee Franklin picked
up her second foul with more than
13 minutes left in the first half. The
l.idy Monarchs attacked the post
and look the lead for gcxxl on a 3point play by sophomore guard
l 'keisba Howard with 748 to go in
the half
"(Freshman forward Monn|ue|
Coker got them back in the ball
game," Childers laid. 'I ranklin
pk Red up two fouls and had to go to
the bench That kind of put us oil our
momentum there and then Coker
went to work."
Down 23-16 after a six ■minute
scoring drought, the Dukes kittled
bade to reducing ODU's lead to 51-26
at halftone.

With the I ady Monarchs up by as
much as 14, sophomore forwards
Nadine Morgan and Shanna Price
helped JMU battle back to within 4
points with 1:04 left Morgan and
Price combined for 23 of JMU's 36
second-half points
ODU had the lead 62-57 whan
Morgan hit a 3-pointer with 25 MM
onds left to get back within 2 points.
\tter a 20-eecond timeout, ODU
huiled .i baseball pass to sophomore
forward Kim Ciddens, who made a
layup while being fouled. Giddens
hit the free throw.
With ODU up 65-60, sophomore
guard Jess Cichowicz hit a jumper to
get JMU back within 3. Flo ward was
quickly fouled again and hit one of
her two free throws u> teal the \ u to
r\ and the 10th consecutive CAA
championship for
the
Lady
Monarchs. The win gave ODU's
team an automatic birth into the
NCAA tournament where it will lace
the University of Washington.
Morgan, who was recently
name,! to the All l AA hist team, led
all scorers with 21 points. Price
added 13 points, while Keener
tOONd 12 and Cichowicz Mot.J I!
Senior forward Stacy Tixld grabbed
11 rebounds for the Dukes.
lor the I aih Mi narchs, Howard
stored 13, while Coker, the tournament's MVP, scored 12 punts along
with 11 boards. Senior forward
Hamchetou Maiga, the CAA Player
Of the Year, scored 10 points.
Morgan and Keener were named
to the 2001 CAA Women's Basketball
All-Tournament Team Tnose two
joined ODU's junior center Tiffany
Thompson, William & Mary's soph-

omore guard Jen Sobota and (ieoraja
Mason's senior guard |en Surlas.
Alter the game, both coaches
lobbied that the CAA should gel
thn-e teams in pt»st-season play.
"There should be thru' teams
(ODU, JMU, GMU) from the CAA

inpott season play,' LarryaaW "It
will be a disgrace it these teams are
not in the post season "
Obviously, their voices were
heard. On Sunday, both JMU and
< AH w.re seiei ted to play In the
WNIT. The Dukes will face Temple
University
today
at
the
t ofwocation (enter at 7p.m.
"We are very delighted .it being
selected to participate in the 2001
Women's NIT," Childers slid on the
team Web site It is an ex. ephonally
strong field with many teams wormy of NCAA [tournament] selection It is a gnat honor and .1 great
reward for our team's performance
this season We are especially excited
to be Choten as | KM round host
against a quality Temple team "
The Dukes lead the all time
series with Temple 3 2. but the
two have not met since Dec. 21,
1995. JMU won that matchup
66-46 at Temple.
The Dukes made it to the
championship game of the CAA
Tournament by healing George
Mason in overtime, 72-68. That
victory in overtime would not
have been possible without Price's
game-tying 3-pointer as time
expired in regulation
I knew we needed .1 3-pointer,
so I |iist gol .is close to the line as I
could, put it up, followed through
and prayed," raa
I
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Underwater tricksters host Savage showdown
Ih Jl I II 1)1 NSIS

contributing writer
With .i growing roste! ol 22 men
and .» competitive upcoming tournament schedule^ the IML men's club
water polo learn tsoA to ■• great start

The
team
travelled
to the
University ol Florida »>n February 232T (or the F lorid.i "Spring in the
Swamp" Invitational The Dukes went
1-3 with .1 win against Florida B but
l<>st in Florida A, Noire Dame ami the

■MO CDBNR) "I Hnan WalknhorM

The men's water polo team celebrates its championship at the Hokle
Classic last year. The Dukes look to defend their title on March 24-25.

I im ctsity of North Carolina
"The team played extremely H ell by
really coming together ami playing
sound water polo, senior coaon Brian
VNUenhont Bald. Wallenhorst has been
i team member since hta frashman year.
Despite the visibly harsh record,
MUamnorat arid ma awn began the
ye.u VITV inexperienced and .ire now
getting to the point where the) can play
against anyone. The team was led in
scoring by Wallenhorst and sophomore
Rob Rotach. Senior Chris Field con
trolled the defensive end of the pool.
WallenhorsI said the highlight of the
tournament was Iheir game agrtist
UNC, a team is considered to be a very
tough opponent The Dukes lost to the
Tarl Feels by one goal in the final minute
of the fourth quarter Deaphe me loaa,
both Wallenhorst and Stnlar aatfatanl
coach Tin) Bloss said the game was very
exciting and it showed how much
improvement the team has seen.
"The skill level of each player has
gone up tremendously, but e\en more
importantly, the team as a whole la
coming together and making things
happen," Wallenhorst Bald
Bloss said, "We were a little shaky at

the beginning ol the war We had a new
goalie in there, hut we're pulling
together and starting to gel Our
defense has detmitety Improved, and
we got Chris back from Australia and
a Held general on defense."
This weekend, the Pukes will be
hosting a St Patrick's weekend tournament to be held in Savage Natatorium.
Then1 will be 8 live team round robin

tournament constetinaj ol the men's
I hih. an JMU alumni club, Indiana
University
of
Pennsylvania,
\1illersville University and a team
> ailed NOVA, which is a semi -professional team out of northern Virginia.
JMU will be playing IUP on Saturday
at II..TOa.m .Millersvilleat2p.m.,and
NOVA at 545 p.m. The team will be
challenge its alumni counterparts on
Sunday at 11:15.
We hope to take home the champion.hip in front of the home crowd,"
Rotaih said
I believe that we have
both the support and team to do that.
IrttSSeatori the team will be competing in lour tournaments, including the
I londa tournament and the upcoming
IMI tournament. On March 24-25 they
will head down 81 to Tech to defend

the title they claimed in last pear's
i lokie im national
Tm excited to go to Tech 'cause
they snd they'd Win our tournament
and now they're not showing up,"
Bloat Mid "I'm looking forward to
winning their tournament again."
On April 14-15 the Dukes head to
the
annual
North
Carolina
Invitational in Chapel Hill, a tournament they have competed in for the
past few years They also have a possible tournament scheduled for at the
University of Tennessee.
Trie team prepams for tournaments
bj practicing four days i week for two
hours at a time Spending so much time
together has created a very close knit
team, according to Rotach, who has
been on the team since his freshman
\ sac
"Not only do we practice together,
but we also spend much of the weekend
together and (some of as) have plans for
living together next year," he said. "I
only sec our connection increasing."
Wallenhorst said, "The talent is
then?, the work has been put in, the
team is poised and eagerly waiting the
opportunity to win some games."

The Breeze wants you
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located in Four Points Sheraton
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For more information call .

Hip Hop Night
10p.m.
Xu i 0V6I

7"UU£5PAY 3/15
Comedy Zone
hollowed by live DJ
S3 cover with college ID, $5 without

F£ibAM/CAT^£bAM 3/16 £ 3/1?
"Maybe Tomorrow"
Performing live 9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.
nver

CC/fJJbAM 3/1?
Karoake Night
9p.rn.-l 30a.m.

*Must be 21 or older*

News - - x6699
Opinion - x3846
Focus - - x6729
Style - - x3846
Sports - - x6709
Photo - - x6749
Graphics - x6749

l400 East Markcl Sl

Nn rnvor
"

" Hamsonburg. VA 2280I
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

The University Program Board

TRADE OFF
A Film by Shaya Mercer
A documentary which tells the story of the
protests that shook the world when the
World Trade Organization met for the
first time on U.S. soil in Seattle.

Thursday, March 15
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
7 p.m.
FREE
Discussion session with director

Shaya Mercer

in Taylor 202
following the film at 9 p.m.
ft fir--* •*■••■ r.i

WCIPB

This is a Health Passport Event
For more information,
contact UPB at x621 7 or visit www.upb.org
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Dukes pull upset before falling to GMU
Lyle's layup with 32 seconds remaining seals upset victory over VCU in first round
BY DREW Wn s.
staff writer

IN

What a difference a day
makes. One day after knocking
off
third seeded
Virginia
Commonwealth University in
the CAA Tournament 59-57. the
sixth-seeded
Dukes
were
crushed 62-36 by the secondseeded Patriots of George
Mason University in the semifinals Sunday, March 4 at the
Richmond Coliseum
"What a Mark contrast."
coach Sherman Dillard said.
"What a difference a few
hours can make. I have to say
a lot for Jim Larranaga and
the George Mason team. Jim's
team played great."
GMU opened the game on a
14-4 run in the first five minutes. JMU could not find the
basket early, missing sovcr.il
shots inside. The Patriots
seemed like they could not
miss, as they pulled away to a
35-14 ti.il11ini»- lead.
"Our focus tonight was to
get the ball inside and attack
the glass," GMU senior guard
Erik Herring said. "We wanted to go right iftet their
Inside defenders."
JMU junior forward Tim l.yle
--.iitt. "I think that you have to
play hard, play smart and play
together to win, and that wasn't
there during the first half."
Freshman
guard
Chris
Williams accounted for 6 of
JMU's 14 first half points. The
IXikes. who shot I dismal 25

Cercent from the field in the first
alt, also turned the ball over 12
times, leading to the 21-point
deficit It was the fifth time this
season JMU had failed to reach
20 points by the half.
The Patriots continued their
domination in the second half,
despite the effort of senior
guard Dwayne Braxton. who
scored all 12 of his points in the
final 13 minutes.
JMU shot 29.5 percent from
the field for the game and hit
only one of 11 3-pointers, leading to the 26-point loss.
"I felt good about our
chances having had the
opportunity to play yesterday
and get the kinks out,"
Dillard said. "Yesterday, we
were able to execute on
offense. Today, their defense
was outstanding. Yesterday,
we were able to weather the
storm. Today, we just could
not bounce back. We did not
seem to have the zip today
that we had yesterday."
Braxton with 12 points in his
final collegiate game, led the
Dukes in scoring. Williams
chipped in with 8 points.
JMU held three-time CAA
Player of the Year senior forward George Evans to 8 points.
"I thought we did a good
job with our preparation,"
GMU coach Jim I arranaga
said. "It was a total team
effort. I am very pleased with
the victory. Tonight we functioned as a team, both starters

and guys off the bench. The
bench players came in and did
a great job which helped us
rest the starters."
The victory was the largest
spread in CAA tournament history for GMU.
GMU went on to defeat
UNC-Wilmington 35-33 in the
CAA championship game to
earn an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament, where the
team will play the University
of Maryland.
In quarterfinals
action
Saturday, March 3, JMU upset
the third-seeded VCU Rams
59-57.
Trailing 52-45 with nisi OVS
four minutes to play, the Dukes
went to work. Sophomore
guard David Fanning hit a
jumper to get JMU within 5
points. After a VCU free throw,
sophomore center Ian Caskill
hit one of two free throws to
keep the difference at 5. Caskill
then hit a jumper to get the
Dukes within 3 points. With
two minutes left, Lyle nailed a
3-pointer to tie the game at 53.
The Rams countered with a
basket by senior guard Scott
Lilly to go back up by 2. Braxton
answered right back, draining
one from beyond the arc to put
JMU up 56-55. VCU's freshman
guard Dominic Jones hit a
jumper to allow the Rams to
regain the lead, 57-56.
After a 20 second timeout.
Fanning found Lyle for a layup
with 32 seconds left. VCU

missed a layup with 12 seconds
left and immediately fouled
Lyle after the Rams took a time
out. Lyle made one of his two
free throws with 10 seconds to
go. Rams senior guard Bo Jones
dribbled down court for a final
shot, but Lyle made the steal,
icing the win for the Dukes.
"Timmy played with poise
hit the three and made some
free throws down the stretch,"
Dillard said.
"It seemed like it would
come down to the end and it
did," Lilly said. "We had it
right where we wanted and
didn't make the play down
the stretch."
Dillard said, "When you are
playing VCU, it is not smart to
play zone We needed to keep
Ml oil li.il.un,' We |,.|| w«
needed to play zone and not
defend as much one-on-one."
Lyle led JMU with a gamehigh
19
points,
while
Braxton's four 3s off the
bench gave him 12 points.
Caskill added 11 points and a
game-high eight rebounds.
"I never gave up," Braxton
said. "I wanted to go out with
something. My shot was there."
VCU coach Mack McCarthy
said, "[Braxton] is dangerous
They have a lot of different
weapons. They kept improving
as the year went on. They all can
hurt you."
Domonic Jones led VCU
with 12 points, while Bo Jones
scored 9 points.

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

Hometown Music
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Freshman point guard Chris Williams («32| stepped up when
sophomore David Fanning went down with a toe injury in January.

Sunday activities for College Students:

- **«.tiomelownmiitit.n«l

Come See Our Expanded Showroom
New: Ampe) Ban Amps
Vandoren Reedi • Instructional
Books for Dulcimers, Recorders,
Tin Whittles, Bongos and Conga
Stare Hwrt:
Tee, Thar. Frl;
10 5 Sal
Cloud Wednesday
t Sunday

104

MM,

r

9:45am Sunday School

11:00am Worship

Specials on all
hand drums

J iff

6:30pm College (Chorale
7:30pm College Bible Study
Barbara Hollowed, Minister of Students

Dano mini-pedal
Sale:$l5-$29

Worship Services:

More effect specials
In the store

Sunday

In the Ace Music building
434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

.501 South Main Street

RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC WELCOMES YOU

f
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O
M
HI

him, Sunday School 9:45am
4H-24S6 • »wv..harrisonhuri;haptist.ciim

RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC WELCOMES ■<
11

WHY

ARE YOU CONTINUING TO HURT WHEN CHIROPRACTIC CARE
CAN KEEP YOU HEALTHY, HAPPY, AND PAIN FREE????

s
o
w
u
V
<

u

O
ct

Dr. Riggleman specializes in:
• neck, shoulder, and arm pain
• back, hip, and leg pain
• headaches and migraine
• carpel tunnel syndrome
• stiffness and numbness
huikliiw
• spinal wellness care
S Mun si
411 il'tlHI
• sports injuries
• disc problems
• whiplash
(Within walking distance of JMU!)
• stress

lbs

NVW31DDIU

434-8962
RIGGLEMAN CHIROPRACTIC
AND

>

ACUPUNCTURE CLINIC
1340 South Main Street

Dr. Steven Riggleman
Chiropractor
opr;
and Physician Acupuncturist

flOA S3M0313M 3ll3VUdOUIH3 NVN3199IU

nOA S3M0313M

WALK TO CAMPUS
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

0

$235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:oo a.m. -10:00 p.m. 434-3509
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Hoops in the House
Time to tune your sets and pick your teams
BY KELLY GILLESPIE
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I
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shots

come down to the wire.
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APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

Ka7y Gillapie Is ii junior
SMAO major who lien-

davs

until it .ill begins'
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MV MfHtieopoife-

i native m'fs cut down
iih! brought Imk lo
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Personal Attention In A Comfortable Atmosphere

General Orthopedics
Flexible Hours

Sports Injuries

& Scheduling

SUNCHASE - ONE ONLY! AND ON
THE 3RD FLOOR! Upscale, furnished
4BR, 4Bath apt. perfectly suited for
students. Full size washer/dryer, large
open kitchen with all the modern
appliances needed for the busiest
lifestyle. Huge bathrooms! Bedrooms
have ceiling fans and double beds. Each
bedroom is individually locked and
wired for its own Ethernet and phone.
Clubhouse has an incredible pool, game
room with surround sound television,
DVD player and stereo. Business Center
and Exercise Room open 24 hours.
Hurry, this apartment is available for 4
people only and won't last long!
442-4800 EHO

Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care

We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

Bum & Wound Care

BACK IN ACTION PHYSICAL THERAPY
755-F CANTRELL AVE (Next to Hardees) HARRISONBURG. VA

564-1600
SUNCHASE - Several bedrooms left in
our luxurious apartments with a large
selection of possible roommates. Pick
the lifestyle you want from the
Roommate Connection at
www.sunchase.net, the Roommate
Search board in the Sunchase Clubhouse
mailroom. open 24 hours, or come by
the leasing office during office hours,
and look at the Roommate Connection
notebook. Don't miss your chance to live
at Sunchase! 442-4800 EHO

Yo^r nd W*
Br*«« HwrfjVng

<J3d- PAV2

AVILION

EBKSBBfl BB GLUE

"T

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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SSS W Water 4 BH. 2 bath. yard.
■**wkin|. storage leas* SI 000
.JT99947.
jftl t. flLtabstk • 4 BR. yard,
parking. A/C June 1 tease.
£lO00 87*9947
Ntgi M**d Sturtant Summer
Itentale • 2 and 3 bedroom*.
562 2556328
;«<U|'« Hill SuMsase - Available
jsow through Jury 31. 1 bedroom,
ninlurnished apartment. W/D.
JA/C. dishwasher, microwave,
at500/month Call 54079S4599
£ ■••Jraam Hewee • betide
■.campus, good condition. Available
-7/1/01. *6/5. 433-1569.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!
lAcdroom
I
Huntrrs Rldgr
(.lrifTllir.nl
Starting ai $350

M.HII'.CII TTI.K

2 B* d tQO m»
Hunter* RldRr
Mddlhoii Manor
Madison Terrace
Startup HI $21230
Madlaon Manor
Duke Garden*
Madison Gardens
Madison Terrace
Madlaon Square
University M.n ■
Starting at SI 75
4 Bedrooms
Mountain Vt<-w HdfttMfl
Huntrrs KldRf
Madison Manor
University Place
University Court
College Station
Fox Mill
Country Club Court
Starting til 5175
SBvdrOQBU
Huntrrs Fudge Lofl
Starting al $275
Large Selection
of Houaea!
Funkfaouaer ft Associate*
Property Management. Inc.
tn/omrunktUfUMtrtlanaormfnl.com

434-5150

Brawns' Floor Apartment • huge
living room. 4 BR. 3 balh. study.
Ceiling tan in ever* bedroom.
Ceramic tile kitchen. Walk to
campus
On
bus
route
i300/month 4760727
Graduation Wrrkmd tor rent at
Maassnuttan • Deluxe Gold Crown
Condo 2 BR. 2 bath. "The
Summit" Check m Friday May 4
May 7 (*950). May stay longer it
needed JoAnne. 2961797
1214 raraalblll • 3 bedroom
townnouse just east of interstate
Kitchen ft laundry appliances.
Fireplace m dmmg room. 1810
Haas & Millar 434 7383
■ ft • Charm at Hotel Prices Mi
minutes outside Harnsonburg
Available Graduation football
games, tall colors. Homecoming ft
Parents Weekends. Book now for a
stay your visitors will remember!
**» infiamonlebanao.com or
8670410
Near )MU. Immaculate 4 H • 2
Oath, fully furnished condo with
washer/dryer Available June 1
S225/person Collect
calls
accepted 757 258 3559

Deck House,
Mason Street
2 HR apartment.water
lix UKU-CI.82 30/person

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom, lumtshed.
W/D. D/W. A/C. 8700/mo.

Liberty Street 2 hlorka from campus.
2 bedroom (ownhouse.

■rater in< hided

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse •
furnished. 2 BR units, kitchen,
J260/bedroom 703V37O103

Hauia • En«r|y cllicieni. 6
bedroom, laundfy. parhtng, bus,
Warn SI . S235/mo. 234 8M4

Mt View Orlv* Townhom*
bedrooms, furnished, walking
oHtance. »l95/monTh. 1 year lease
(6/016/02) W/D. 7034505008

1, I, n I n Ualla AvallaMa Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starling at tlfjO/bedroom. Apple
Real Matt, Inc. 5404339576

I - large rooms,
private yard. 3 baths, no pett, ?
people 1290 each. B. Martin,
703931-4167

2 ,nd 3 BR Uni.tr.II, Pl.tr
2001-2002. deck, appliances, yea*
lease 432*993

2 4. 5 Ballroom Houm
some within walking distance. Call
867 9375.
Large Heaee. Wsst Market 2 kitchens. 2 baths. 5 people,
no pets. $270 each B. Martin.
703931-4167.
Haass ■ 4 BR, 2 bath, rancn w*ji
nice finished basement. Gas heat.
AC. Behind Otde Mill village. 1534
Central Ave. $250 234 8564
4 Bedrooms. 2 Baths - basement,
porch and yard. Walk to campus
On Cantieli Ave Available May 15
E mail Matwan3210fyotmail.com or
call 301 4902965 after 7 p.m
2 BR Townhouse - great condition,
very closel W/0. 2001 2002.
$525/mo. 4331569.
Almost Nsw 1 BR Apartments •
e*ceiient condition, stove, ref..
W/D, some with dishwashers
Available 8/17/01 $400 425
No pets. 4331569

J-M
APARTMENTS

ae-good condition.
W/0.
available
8/17/01.
$675/mo . 4331569
ftirnMhU JM To-IHUII - 2001
2002. 1 1/2 baths, decn.
appliances, nice, close. S750/mo.
year lease. 432 6993 Walk to
campus

FOR SALE
Five Men's Business Suit* • 39R.
32W. $40 ea 2899116 (local •).
40 ttaSoa Aejyarfcj*. - with Cichud
fish and ail accessories. $135.
234-8802
IBM Saab S00S - e-celleni
condition, sunroof. 105.000 miles.
4307629.
Towwhsuse - 4 bedroom. 2 bath,
excellent condition. 757-4306463
or 7572854989
Better than mestt completely
furnished 4 bedroom condo on bus
route, view, deck and yard $49,900,
C21 Brown 160O4765152.
Hsgorater Kits, Teas - Beer/wine
making. Biuestone Cellars,
downtown, 4326799.

4.W-HMM, Anylimrt
2(101 - 2001

Monthly TabtoM PuMkatlan - with
local circulation ready to move to
the neit level. Call (540)434 2829
and leave a message.

amfgrj im mi'-

Ethernet Available!

Very Nice 3 BR House Ni.ir EMU, 2 bath. W/D.
D/W. S275/person.

2 RR Apt. WlUVmo
ur S2(XV|<crv«i

Spring Into a Great Bookl Gift &
Thrift, 227 N Mam

ALL WALKING

IRK Apt. SMIVmo
ocSI7(v,*rson

HELP WANTED

DISTANCE TO JMU
■ NO BUS RIDE!

Kline Realty
Property Mgmt
438-8800

Visit our web silr:
ti'ivw.cjw.com/ -rent

1 BR Apl S.laflfmo

JHRApt. S721Vmo
i* SlS(VpciM«n
QMlMBtlHIfNV
Kline Really Property
Management
ThcgiMHlapannvn'
\p enmc by ami *« in'
VhHmat:
www.cfw.cinn/~renl

Local Co. Looking tot Landscaping
Personnel - mowing, trimming,
mulching, planting, etc Good pay
and benefits. PI and FT 298-1866.
$ M-™» $ $50 Sign-on Sonus
$7/hr. training pay. Immediate
housekeeping openings. Sates Sun. 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Call
5402896003 est. 6181 or 800'211 5140 ent 317.

TRAVEL OUT WEST!
S« Mil 11 w i-JlM l Ok

Summer Internship
Ficcllenl cspcrnmcc Average
first summer S7.U00 Onl> sclcviiny
independent A vharp simlcnN
For inf..rm*ih.r. call M2-WM.
Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups • Earn $1000$2000 ttxs semester with the easy
Cam pus fundraiser com three hour
fundraismg event. No sales
required. Fundraismg dates are
filling Quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at 888-923 3238 or visit
wwwcamoustiindraiset com
iumrr* Job VIswM, VA ( - dean
needed for 9 and 7 year olds uw
7.30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m $10/hr.
Contact nefera*mr*Mronecorp.conT
$T/Hoa» Plus »ISO/Month
HoasMg Allowance • Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks
of North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application online at
■wwnworlh.com
Great Summer Jobs at
Shenandeah River Outfitters!
We are hiring energetic, fun people
for conks, campground aitendinis.
bus dnvcrs. Full A pan time
ii,. - lew< assail tats* ssssw I
i
IWIW..M.. ...j-ISSS-M INOIJ
hnp //»»» thtiieidoaMn.tr it-m

Best Summer Job
You'll Bm Have!
Titp notch Maine uimmcr camp
(or boys seeks counsclurs lo
instruct either bavkerball. tennis.
lacrosse, baseball, hockey, golf.
soccer, hiking, ropes course.
archery, swimming, hut inf.
w ilcrsknng. am A crafts.
photngrjphy, vnJci«. music. June
2.1-August 18
Highest camp salaries, plus
travel, room, board, laundry
service, irrternahip credit.
Great facilities. temTic people
and beautiful Like limn setting.
We seek fun. dynamic,
responsible role-models who
enjoy working with children
(*all4IO-W7-%»7 or e-mail
campskylemarVauLcom

Isterested In a Career In
Deatkstoy? - Pre dental internship
available with stipend in pedietric
dental office m ivorthern Virginia.
Great environment - learn, earn
and Or will assist in dental school
applications Can 7034559683 or
fa« 70J455-5140.
Water Safety Instructor ,wsi)
Wtwe upholding the mission of the
American Red Cross, the WSI will
be responsible to teach, conduct
and evaluate swim courses Must
have current CPR and WSI
certifications Applications can be
obtained at the front desk of the
RMH Wellness Center. For
additional information, contact
Bam Rudwan at 564-5695.
Youth Baseball .."d Softball
Umpire* • if you are interested m
umpiring -n the Harnsonburg Little

Lejej i1 Issoi ",|r QaMss i t ■■■ I

Tommy Thomas at 433 9168 or
come by the Harrisonburg Parks and
Recreation Department and leave
your name and phone number. Th-s
is a pad postion and e«pene-xe «
a pms. however, we will train
UNs>arda/Op*r«tor*/Suaarvta*r» Now hinng NoVa areas' Minimum of
$7 25 wwwtf*itw*-wwwppn>»*aw:co'n
Apply cokne or call 877 SEF.AXL

Roommate Wanted - $290/mo.
IM at 4424496.
Roommate W*nt*4 IMS/ISO
including tree Ethernet, cable and
local leiephone. Please call Mike
at 438-3835.
Wanted: Car* ■.,.'-.
or afoytttvaafttol.com.
Roommate Wanted - $285/mo
Great location and perks* Call
Lance or Ken at 432O060

SERVICES
Computer Monitor Notebook Sates,
and Service • PC. MAC. Call
4337977

NOTICE
For more infivmation and
aassHanca r*yanfas| the
iittcii^jlum til linancing
bueissji .ipponuniiies. contact
ihe Better Buvineis Bureau, Inc.

I-Mt !!1 f iff I

PERSONALS

510, hr. Guaranteed
campus F/T or P/T for as little as
5-10 hours/v* or as many as 40
hours/wk. Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule Limited
positions Call 800808 7442. »B0

Subscriptions
to The Breeze
are Available!

Hsrlioneaaisa.com * Summer
Jo«/lnt«rn*Mp - 5 great children's
summer camps in NY. Mt. PA
and WV seek general counselors.
group leaders, activity instructors All
camps have remarkable waterfront
activities including canoeing,
kayaking, sailing, windsurfing,
waterskimg. wake boarding.knee
boarding and swimming. Benefits:
paid internships, training, salary,
accommodation, food, laundry,
travel allowance
Apply at
www.honfljncarnps com o* can 800
544-5448
g • Earn up lo $500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info
5046461700. Deot VA 4806.
Wattn
I Needed - Apply at Jess'
Lunch. Must be available to work
lunches. Soohomores and Juniors
afsjajiajg
$1500 W***i, P«t*ntl*l ,-,
,..
our circulars. Free information. Call
202-452 5901.

For onh/ $30 (or
third class mailings.
or $75 for first
class mailings, you
can receive an
entire year of
The Breeze'
Please send your name,
address & payment to:

The Breeze
c/o Subscriptions
James Madison University
Gl, Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harnsonburg. VA 22807

pr&ye'toty:

EDESKI, MARTIN
AND WOOD
Friday, March 30
Convocation Center
Showtime 8 p.m.
Doors 7 p.m.
20 W/ JAC (limit 2)
$25 Non-JAC & floor

V

W/ Sp&c/i/a/L (jvoesyt

DJ LOGIC
PRESENTS
PROJECT LOGIC

TICKETS ON SALE TONIGHT
h„rtt

<«.•**

Thursday, March 15
»»»
'••si,
9 p.m.
Warren Hall Box Office
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Cheezsticks!
Try our NEW style
cheezsticks! Order 16
cheezsticks with
dipping sauce

$6.99

♦♦♦
Large
1-Topping
One Large 1-Topping
Pizza For

$6.99
Pizza Panic
Medium 2-Topping
Pizza and Breadstixs

i

$6>99

ir/;ur:A >r_t___
LTViiiiY

ciiuiea sail
■so mM
JMU/ S. Main St.

433-2300
Miller Circle/By Skatetown

Port Rd/Valley Mall

433-3111
Behind Kroger's & Blockbuster
Ask for your free dipping sauce!
Garlic Butter - Ranch - Marinara Sauce
Parmesan Peppercorn
\

Sweet Deal

Order our Cinnastix;
Breadsticks baked in
butter and coated with
surgar and cinnamon!
Free Sweet Icing!

$2.99

eamtunnel
March 2001
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PERSONALITY PROFILE
Meet Jeff Taylor Monster.com's CEO, DJ and Water-skie
By January Gill
Does anything faze Jeff Taylor? The hyperkinetic chief executive
of web career behemoth Monster.com faces a slowdown in
the economy as other dot-bombs fall by the wayside. How does
the CEO of this "knowledge-based" company have time to run a
job search empire and still have time to be a disc jockey?
If he's exhausted, Taylor doesn't let on. Spirits and good
nature intact, he is driving as hard as ever to make Monster.com
one of the world's great service companies. And he isn't letting all
the hand-wringing about Monster's future get him down. With a
marketing budget of roughly $200 million for 2001, Monster has
done what few dot-coms have been able to do: show a profit.
"We're doing extremely well," says Taylor, "especially in different
sectors with the lowest unemployment in history. We've been virtually unaffected. We're a profitable Internet company."
So how did Taylor do it? He started his career at UMassAmherst. You name a job that a typical college student works—
from flipping pizzas to disc jockey—and he's done it. "I wish I had
gone to class. I pretty much did everything but go to class." Taylor
ran The Collegian, the campus newspaper. He was also a tour guide
for the university and was vice president and president of a fraternity. Truth be told, Taylor was on the six-year plan at UMass and
did not graduate. But he went back to school a few years later and
received an executive MBA from Harvard Business School.
Currently Taylor is finishing up what he started at UMassAmherst, and will graduate with a business degree in May 2001.
"I started five businesses at UMass. But at the same time I
have done a lot more hands-on learning through the years. Going
to Harvard Business School, I did an executive MBA program. Well,
my own business actually changed a lot during the time I was
going to school. I went back to school to prove that I could learn
in a traditional environment—I'd obviously done reasonably well

in a business or entrepreneurial environment. What I've discovered
is, there's a real opportunity to take some of what I learned in the
cases at Harvard and apply them directly to this business."
The idea for Monster.com came to him in a dream in
December 1993. "The shortest distance between two points is a

2 steamtunnels.net

good idea," says Taylor. Started in 1994 as a job bulletin board,
the job-search company today posts nearly 400,000 job listings
with 14 million unique visitors per month. To this day he uses dryerase markers in the shower to capture those early morning ideas
still fresh from dreams.
Monster.com's "Power
Pack," according to
Taylor, offers a very easyto-use job search engine
with a heavy rotation of
jobs. If a resume is postIf you're about to step into the real
ed online, 100,000
world, here are some career strateemployers and 275,000
gies to help you in your search:
recruiters will see it. "The
• Schedule informational
beauty of the Job Search
interviews
Agent is that a college
The best way to learn about a
student can post his/her
position or a company from the
resume, and get a
inside out
response instantly from

Job-Hunting Tips
from Jeff Taylor

an employer ready to
hire. I've seen it happen!"
So what's a multimillionaire visionary who
can't sit still to do?
Taylor, once a disc jockey
in local Boston area
dance clubs, still DJs
Monster.com's quarterly
recruiting parties. This
past March in Florida, he
broke the 1.5-mile blimp
waterskiing record set by
Virgin CEO Richard
Branson, skiing for more
than three miles behind
the Monster.com blimp. •

• Internships
Try to have 1 or 2 internships or
volunteer stints under your belt
before you leave college
• Make smart choices
If you're flipping pizza now, how
will that help you down the road
as you look for an office gig?
• Take a risk
In this economy, people who show
motivation and Internet prowess
will do well in their career

Want More?
Search keyword: Taylor
at www.steamtunnels.net
Photos courtesy Monster.com
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Lawrence Gentilello
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Director of Web Operations
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Lawrence is one of the
founders of the original
Steamtunnels web site at
Stanford University. He
oversees the day-to-day
operations of the
Steamtunnels San
Francisco office. When away from his
computer, Lawrence stays busy surfing in
Santa Cruz, skiing in Tahoe, and listening
to trance and techno music twenty-four
hours a day.

lesse is a second-year
J student majoring in
Computer Information
Systems at Northwestern
Louisiana State. He keeps
the Northwestern State
Steamtunnels site stocked
with great photos of students and campus events.

School: Stanford University, class of
2000. Major: Economics
First job: Operations Analyst with Hitachi
Data Systems in San Jose, California.
Origins: Born in NYC, grew up in Seattle,
WA
Favorite web sites:
Surfline.com - Gotta check the surf
report before hitting the waves in Santa
Cruz.
Crooveradio.com - They bring in some
wicked DJs for some phatty live sets.
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four-wheel drive vehicles

With the rising cost of tuition, students are going to extremes to pay for school.
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! Celebrities'first jobs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

BECK
DANNY DeVITO
ALEC BALDWIN
GARTH BROOKS
NEVE CAMPBELL
KATHIE LEE GIFFORD
EllEN DeGENERES
MtL BROOKS
HARRISON FORD
AELA ANDERSON

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Hairdresser, theatrical makeup artist, valet
Gospel singer
Vacuum cleaner salesperson
Ballerina, model
Beer Company spokesmodel
Drummer
Painting signs, moving refrigerators, taking ID photos
at New York's YMCA, clerking in a video store
h. Bouncer in nightclub
i. Carpenter
j. Waiter and doorman at Studio 54
i at http://steaitiwnels.net/iwlsc/qulz

If you want to work for us, e-mail campusjobsOsteamtunnels.net.

Email: info@steamtunnels.net. Or type first initial
and last name, followed by @steamtunnels.net.
ABC audit pending
On Ihe cover:

r of Monster.com. photo by StCH R'
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Networking
Getting in the door
takes a little creativity
By Yasmin Tabi
You have no idea what you want to do
when you're done with school. You'd
love to sing for a band, pitch great advertising ideas, write for a surfing magazine in
Cali, or just be a ski bum for a year.
Remember: You don't have to know what
you want to do for the rest of your life.
Forget the uber-efforts of family to push
you in the "right" direction. You have to
pick your own direction, and it's easier than
you think.
Work It
Life is a lot easier for college grads
when they can network with people.
Networking basically means contacting any
connections you have in the industry
you're interested in, and having them help
you land your dream job. Make some contacts; ask for an informational interview or
to intern at the company. Most people are
eager to teach others what they do every
day, and are tickled when someone else
finds their job interesting. Plus, it helps you
find out about the "hidden job market."
About three-quarters of available jobs
aren't advertised. Big-time magazines, for
example, never advertise through an "Editor
Wanted" ad in the paper. Sometimes they
just release this info into their social and
work circles and wait for someone to get
back to them. Get involved and you'll find
an "in" for a job.
The Alumni Connection
Alumni in different industries keep in
touch with their alma mater and let the
career services center know when entrylevel positions are available in their field.
They're making a conscious effort to reach
out to current students, so take advantage
of it. Compile a list of the positions you're
looking for, and talk to an adviser at your
school.
If you don't know anybody, and have no
clear idea of what you want to do, build a
list of prospective positions that you're
interested in and start getting in touch with
people. Want to work at a record label?
Contact the internship coordinator there. If
there isn't one, contact the person who
has the closest job title to your interest.
Give your friends some credit, too. Sure,
they may be bar aficionados just like you,
but try to see if they know anybody who
can be your guide. Then network. •

Grad School
To gO Or not tO gO? By Erica Feick

T

here are a lot of ins and outs regarding
graduate school for me to try to cover in
one article, so I'll try to stick to the basics. For
you wanna-be doctors and lawyers, grad school
is a given—I, personally, like my doctors to
have that big med school degree hanging on
their wall. If the job you want hinges on having
that Ph.D., M.D, etc., sharpen your pencils, it's
going to be a long ride.
For the rest of us, grad school is still an option...isn't it? Seems these days more
degrees - bigger salaries. Bachelors' degrees aren't cutting it anymore. So, are the extra
years and loans worth it? In a dot-com world, where anyone with savvy computer abilities
can be picked up off the campus before the ink dries on the diploma, is grad school still
that important? And how in the world do you make that decision? Before you make that
leap into grad-student status, consider some of the following:
Grad school or real world?
If you're using grad school to avoid getting a job, all you're going to do is spend a lot
of money for nothing. Get out there and figure out what it is you want to do first, without
incurring more debts. Grad school isn't going anywhere; in fact, many schools prefer that
you get a couple years of work experience in the field first. (See gradschool.about.com/
education/gradschool.)
Some big businesses will pay for your tuition after you've worked for them for X
amount of years. Remember: Free school is good school. However, if you know what you
want to do and know you need that degree to get anywhere in the field, then grad school
is probably a good choice.
College times two
If you think that grad school is just like college, think again. Take
your course load now and multiply it by two; that's what a light week
will be in grad school. No taking off for the weekend; the library will
probably become your second home. Most grad schools require that
you maintain a 3.0 GPA (or higher) to stay in the program—drop
below that, and you could find yourself out on the street. You've
already survived 16 years of school—are you prepared for another
three or four years of intensive work? If you're not mentally prepared
for grad school, take a couple of years off. Studies show that a
majority of grad students these days have done exactly that, and
find themselves better prepared for what grad school can offer.

Show me the money
All right, we all can appreciate what a big fat salary can do for the checkbook and the
ego. But it all depends on the job market. Degree or no, your big fat salary may largely
depend on what the economy is like at the time.
Examine your motives, and remember that grad school is a big commitment of time
and money. Your best bet is to talk to other grad students in your field and at the schools
you're considering. Find out what the school can do for you,
intellectually and financially. Check out
Want More?
Search
keywords: grad school
www.career.vt.edu/GRADSCH/should.htm and www.peterat
www.steamtunnels.net
sons.com/graduate for more help. •

How Well Do You Think College
Prepared You for the Work World?
Very well: 10%
Pretty well: 27%
Everything I needed to know I didn't learn in college: 62%
Poll courtesy of Momter.com
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Take your
course load
now and
multiply it
by two;
that's what a
light week
will be in
grad school.

You ought to be
embarrassed if you're not using
Net2Phone's Internet Telephony Kit!
FREE U.S. PC phone calls • SAVE when you're not at your PC
Show your face again. Take advantage of this
exciting offer:
High-quality
headset
for increased
privacy.
Use it
to listen to
CDs too!

You get Net2Phone's fast loading CD-ROM for FREE PC to phone
calls within the U.S., a high-quality headset for increased privacy,
and a Net2Phone Direct® Calling Card with 200 minutes of preloaded calls that you can use from any phone, anytime!
Your Net2Phone Direct Calling Card also lets you save when you're
not at your PC. Just pick up any phone and call anywhere within the
U.S. for as low as 3.9c; a minute, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
With the Net2Phone Internet Telephony Kit
you'll be able to:
• Make FREE PC-to-Phone calls anywhere
within the U.S.
• Make international PC calls for as low
as 3.9<t a minute
• Make FREE PC-to-PC phone calls
anywhere in the word
• Get Calling Card rates as low as 3.9a:
a minute anywhere within the U.S.,
and 7.9$ a minute international!

e

rder your Net2Phone Kit now!

1-888-491-6623

net2phone
NASOAQNTOP

•$19.95 fee includes shipping and handling. For calling card. 200 minutes based on 3 9c domestic rate available in select metro areas using local access Higher rates apply using toll-tree access
There is a 99c monthly service charge and a payphone surcharge may apply. Rates subject to change without nonce. Limited time offer tor new customers only. ©2001 Net2phone, Inc. All rights reserved.
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-RESUMES

Is your resume ready for the real world?
How about the World Wide Web?
By January Gill

The Internet is a job seeker's dream. The web has provided a
quick and easy way for students to display their talents and
experiences. Aspiring candidates and potential employers can now
communicate via email for job openings available all over the world.
No mailing or faxing necessary.
An electronic resume, or e-resume, is your resume in a style that
can be sent over email or the Internet with no loss of formatting.
The benefit to having an e-resume is twofold—an electronic resume
gives you the opportunity to showcase your communication and
organizational skills, and it illustrates computer proficiency.
"When jobless, posting a resume or a profile—in any format,
no matter your age—is always more beneficial than not," according
to Greg Terk, director of corporate communications for Guru.com.
"College students should always post resumes, because resumes—
by nature—greatly expand career horizons, and massive exposure
is just what college students need. Job seeking online instantly
liquifies preconceived career borders, and
Any mistakes the job market becomes a much bigger
place."
or errors in
Yet the frenzied velocity of cyberspace,
formatting
coupled with a high demand for talent, has
may put
produced an extremely competitive marketyour resume place. Any mistakes or errors in your formatting may put your resume on the bottom of
on the
the stack, or worse, in the "circular file."
bottom of
Don't let your resume put you at a disadthe stack, or vantage. Check out the tips at the right for
worse, in the creating a flawless electronic resume.
"The most common mistake is underes"circular
timating the power of the Internet as a jobfile."
seeking tool, and submitting a lackluster
online resume," says Terk. "Like any resume
or profile, it is effective only when comprehensive, professional and
succinct." A good resume stands out as a reminder of what kind of
valuable employee you would be. But a sloppy resume is an easy
way to take yourself out of the game before it even starts. •

J0BTRAK.COM INDE xl
Job Category

job Listings Pasted at University Cartel ( enters Nationwide
Coverage Period January 2001
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• Use a standard font, like Courier or Times New Roman.
• Do not use fancy formatting like bullets, italics, columns or
tabs. Many email programs can't read certain styles. Consider
using asterisks (*) and capital letters to achieve similar effects.
• Keep the width of your line narrow (about 4.5") and type at a
consistent size.
Scan-friendly resumes
Many companies and institutions scan resumes so they can be
searched by keywords. Here's how to make sure your information
is scannable:
• Stick with a basic, simple font like Courier or Times New
Roman.
• Keep your resume on one page.
• Use the "Objective" and "Skills" sections on your resume to list
keywords. This is an underutilized area on most resumes. Use it
to highlight your skills. For example: web editors should sprinkle
keywords like "HTML, Dreamweaver and Quark" throughout
their resume.

LINKS
Consult the resume-building sections of these sites.

Avg. starting salary

2001
Accounting & Finance
$36,985
$36,552
Business & Management
$30,556
Clerical & Secretarial
Communications/Media
$30,712
Computers & Information Science $48,731
Education
$39,302
Engineering
$47,030
Nonprofit. Social and Community $31,441
Sales, Marketing. Advertising, PR
$35,585
Other
$36,093
Average
$37,975

Electronic resumes in ASCII text
Human resource departments do not have time to translate a
disorganized and muddled email. When formatting a resume, be
sure to:

2000
$35,104
$35,452
$26,712
$28,446
$44,722
$38,898
$43,740
$29,535
$35,746
$30,950
$35,811

Career Builder.com
careerbuilder.com
Similar to Monster.com, CareerBuilder.com contains a plethora of job listings for a multitude of different positions in any region of the country.
The content isn't as rich as other comparable sites, but the job-listings
library will make your visit worthwhile.

Job Direct.com
jobdirect.com
Jobdirect.com is designed to help students find careers. The site walks
you through a detailed process in which it gathers personal information,
helps you organize your resume, and ultimately brings potential employers to your e-mailbox.
Read our web site feature on page 10 for more great job sites.

StreSS Test This new interviewing technique is gaining popularity

Common Stress Questions

By Tracy Barton

"Why were you out of work so long?"
Have a thorough explanation for any
holes in your resume. Best answer:
You're not just interested in getting a
paycheck—you want to find a long-term
commitment.

It's 7 o'clock Monday morning, and Amelia Sauer, a senior
business major at Indiana University, chugs her coffee
before her interview with a high-profile company offering a
great salary. Going over printouts about the company, she
starts to get ready. She puts on her black suit, checks her
look in the mirror and heads out to catch the bus. At exactly 7:55 she arrives, five minutes early. When she enters the
office where the recruiter is waiting, he snaps at her without
looking up, "You're late." "I'm sorry," she says, knowing it's
not true. "OK, Miss Sauer, this is your 30 minutes," he says,
looking at his watch, then focusing on the paper in front of
him. Sauer feels a wave of panic, as words start rolling off
her tongue.
Meanwhile, in another meeting room, senior Brad Barkin, also a senior at Indiana, sits anxiously with a recruiter from Goldman-Sachs. "I have interviewed with candidates from Harvard,
Yale, Stanford and Princeton," says the recruiter. "So why should I even consider hiring someone from Indiana University with a 3.0 GPA? How do you explain your low GPA?"
Are these interviews for real?
They are. They're called stress interviews. How well the technique works is questionable. "I think
stress interviews are pointless. It's stress on top of stress," says Emeli Irwin, an Indiana senior.
Some schools, like the Kelley School of Business at Indiana, have some tips for students.
"Seek clarification," says Sue Sgambeoluri, assistant director of the Career Development
Center. "If they're rude or using negative body language, it's OK to say, 'If this is an inconvenience, I could come back at a later time.' Don't subject yourself to inappropriate abuse."
Amelia Sauer finished her 30-minute interview without a word from the recruiter. He never
even looked at her, appearing uninterested the whole time. In reality he was listening very
closely. She did not show nervousness or resentment. She gave the interviewer exactly what he
wanted to hear. "I know what my capabilities are," says Sauer. "Sometimes getting a job
depends on showing what you know no matter what the circumstances." •

"See this pen I'm holding? Sell it to
me."
Tests your understanding of "features
and benefits" selling.
"Why should I hire an outsider when I
could fill the job with someone from
inside the company?"
A chance to sell yourself as a fresh face.
"Would you like your boss's job?"
The interviewer wants to know if you are
confrontational or overly ambitious.
Good answer: "If my boss were promoted, sure."
"This is your interview, shoot."
Illustrate your qualities with background
stories. Take your time, and at the end,
ask the interviewers if they have any
questions for you.

at www.stcamtunnels.net

GADGETS

Gadgets to Get Your Foot in the Door
First Impressions
Landing the perfect job starts with the perfect resume. After you've spell checked, you're
ready for the Lexmark Z32 printer to strut its
stuff. With 1200 by 1200 dpi resolution in both
black and white and color on all paper types, and
7.5 pages per minute in black and 3.5 pages per
minute in color, you'll have your own little press shop printing out
resumes faster than you can seal the envelopes. On-screen ink level
indicators and one-click printer driver installation make this a steal at
the price. Both PC and Mac compatible ($99: lexmark.com).
For the Wireless Exec
Searching for a job is hard to do between school and having a
personal life, but if you're connected, you'll always be ready. Post
your mobile phone number on the top of your resume
and employers will have your Nokia 3390 ringing off the
hook (or vibrating for silent alert). The 3390 boasts
personalization options like the 49 possible combinations of the Xpress-on Color Covers, downloadable
screen savers, customizable ring tones and an internal
antenna. Play a game or send a mobile message—or
talk for more than two-and-a-half hours with the standard battery ($94-$ 125; nokiausa.com).

Pocketful of Data
Want the upper hand at your next interview?
Show your soon-to-be supervisor your knack for
organization with your Sony CLIE handheld—
schedule follow-up interviews, jot down questions,
and exchange contact information with the infrared
port—all from the palm of your hand. The 4.27 oz.
CLl£ features Palm OS Software with 8MB of internal
memory, and an 8MB Memory Stick of removable media.
The 160 by 160 pixel monochrome LCD display syncs up with your
PC with Microsoft Outlook or Lotus Organizer: PictureGear Pocket
Software allows you to view and share digital photos ($399:
sony.com/clie).
No Iron? No Problem
High tech isn't just for electronics anymore—check
out the new Downy Wrinkle Releaser. It's perfect for
"ironing" out any last minute wrinkles before your
interview: no iron required. Just spray Downy Wrinkle
Releaser onto your garment (perfect for pants, skirts,
dress shirts and suit jackets), then tug and smooth
away wrinkles with your hands. Once your clothes are
dry you're ready to go and you'll smell fresh and clean.
Available in the laundry aisle at the supermarket
($3.99; spraytugsmooth.com). -Shan't Fisher
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Outside the Cube

Earning a degree doesn't always mean
sitting at a desk

By Kathleen Beman
Ever fantasize about how you'd make a
living if you didn't have to sit at a desk
all day? There are plenty of unconventional
jobs available if you decide you'd rather put
your degree to work outside an office.
Laura Shin, a Stanford graduate and a
part-time yoga instructor in New York, says,
"Yoga has brought so much peace to my life
that I like the thought of being able to give
that to other people. Besides, even though
I completely love my job [as a producer at
New York Times Digital], if all my work was
centered around a stupid monitor and keyboard, I think I would end up in the loony

bin."
Plenty of people, like Shin, obtain their
unconventional jobs via part-time work.
Oregon freelancer and University of Iowa
design major Jason Hart worked for years as
a web designer, doing freelance work on the
side, before he accumulated enough clients
to become a full-time contractor. "I'm lucky
in that I have clients that can feed me work
on request—as much or as little as I
want. That's what I like the
most—the freedom to
schedule my time as I
desire," says Jason.
If your goal is to
get straight to the fun
stuff, MTV
(mtv.com) holds
regular casting calls
for VJs and new
shows, and professional football
teams like the
Dallas Cowboys
(dallascowboys.
com) hire trained
dancers to be team
cheerleaders every
year.
Dan Burke, a Cal Poly,
SLO graduate, returned to
San Luis Obispo to become a
full-time musician after a stint as
a dot-com producer in San Francisco.
"Once you let go and enter a life of doing
what you want to do, as opposed to a life
doing what you think you should do, things
flow to you and from you more naturally. It
brings a strong sense of self-value and
worth," says Burke of his choice to return
to music. "I really feel like I'm finally doing
something good." Burke still freelances for
web sites occasionally to make extra money,
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but music is now his career focus. His
band's first CD was released on an indie
label in July.
Technical companies like Electronic Arts,
in Redwood City, Calif, have a fleet of computer game quality assurance testers. They
get paid to play al
"If all my work
day and ensure the
games' functionaliwas centered
ty. Wendy Ellis, an
around a
Oregon State gradstupid monitor
uate, works for
another tech
and keyboard, I
company,
think I would
Egreetings.com
end up in the
(egreetings.com),
as the music proloony bin."
ducer. She divides
her time between the company's San
Francisco headquarters and a Hollywood
office, schmoozing band managers, handing
out Egreetings.com "schwag" at concerts,
and ensuring that every music promotion
gets on the site.
Cool Jobs (cooljobs.com)
lists more far-out opportunities like Club Med's CO.
program, which hires
10,000 young men and
women from nearly 70
countries around the
world for one function: to create the
best possible vacation for Club Med's
guests. Other possibilities include the
role of security officer for the Royal
Guard of Amen Ra,
an international, multilevel security company founded by actor
Wesley Snipes, or door
person at Croup Therapy,
the oldest college bar in South
Carolina. However, many of these
jobs are tougher to get than my personal favorite: secret shopper at Jamba Juice,
where you get gift certificates to spend on
smoothies and Jambolas in exchange for
assessing the customer service and food
quality at the Jamba stores you frequent. I
was offered such a gig through a friend in
Jamba Juice management, but had to turn it
down. One can only handle so many random part-time jobs. •

MMORPG
Massive Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Games
By Karen Zierler
Online gaming was born at the dawn
of the Internet, with text games like
BBS on Telnet. Soon after, the development of server/client architecture
allowed MUDs (multiuser dungeons) like
x-tank and Xpilot to invade university
computers, and students discovered the
addiction of playing online with hundreds of others in games that never
stopped. Don't underestimate the phenomenon: My husband and I met fighting each other in cyberspace.
The first mature attempt at a
MMORPG was Meridian 59. (Its developers finally shut it down after six
years.) Ultima Online (uo.com)
brought Britannia to the Internet, and
still is one of the most "true" role-playing environments out there. An update
is planned to
extend its life
until its successor, Ultima
Worlds
Online:
Origin, is finished this year.
Verant and
Microsoft have their own MMORPGs,
and charge a monthly fee. Verant's
EverQuest (everquest.com) is dubbed
EverCrack because of its addiction
value. (MUD players know that textbased games using the same gameplay
were just as addictive long ago, without
the fee.) Asheron's Call
(microsoft.com/games/zone/
asheronscall) isn't quite as successful
as EverQuest, but has a good following.
Despite the fact that a MMORPG
requires a huge staff, the success of the
big three has publishers drooling over
that monthly fee.
Many new titles are in the making.
Some are strategy games, some RPGs.
Games like Anarchy Online, Arcanity,
Star Wars Galaxies,
Dark Age of Camelot. Horizons,
Atriarch, Neocron and Shadowbane
are being discussed daily on various
gaming sites. •
Want More?
Search keyword MMORPG
at www.stedintunnels.net
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Portable Audio Devices

Steamtunnels shows you what CD or MP3 player to buy

By Michelle Silver
Your portable audio player means easily accessible music wherever you go.
With many different models available,
find out exactly what features you want
before making the purchase.
What to look for in CD players
Anti-skip
When it comes to finding a player that
won't sk-sk-skip, the buffer, or anti-skip
protection, is your friend. The bigger the
buffer you have (typically 10 to 50 seconds), the better protection your player
has against bumps.
Battery Compartment
First, location: Inside the player is more
secure, outside makes it easier to change
batteries. For the batteries themselves,
decide whether you want standard or
rechargeable. It can be less expensive to
get rechargeable.
Headphones
The headphones that come with most
models are lousy—the same goes for
MP3 players. Spring for a nice pair—it's
worth it.
Extras
Definitely get the hold or lock function.
It's too easy to waste batteries otherwise.
Price Range
In the $50 or less field, you can find
players with basic features. For a truly
decent player, be prepared to pay somewhere between $100 and $200, which
will offer more options, better sound
quality and extended battery life.

What to look for in MP3 players
Memory
More memory, more music. Try for at
least 64MB of storage.
Sound
Choose a signal-to-noise ratio above
85dB, and options to adjust bass and
treble.
Transfer Rate
Avoid players that use the serial port for
transfers.
Price Range
There are a couple of models under
$100; there are dozens under $200.
Split the difference and you still have at
least 10 to choose from. •

STEAMTUNNELS
DIGS:
CD Players
Panasonic SLCTS70
Super-thin, anti-shock memory of 40 seconds, playback up to 50 hours, three preset equalizer (Normal, Super Extra Bass
System, Live), rechargeable battery and
external battery case ($ 149.99;
|^
Buy.com).
Sony CD Walkman DEJ825
"The world's smallest and lightest CD Walkman" offers
Skip-Free Protection, excellent sound quality, up to 57
hours of continuous playback, an external battery case, a
carrying case with hand strap, and headphones with
remote control ($149.95; 800.com).
CPX C3948BI Blue Ice Ultra-Slim CD Player
This great buy has a bass-boost system, 40-second antishock, a car adapter kit and all the elementary basics,
plus funky blue-and-silver coloring ($44.99;
Amazon.com).

MP3 Players

.

Sonicblue Rio 800
™
Sonicblue (formerly Diamond) introduced the first MP3
players. The 800 is the latest. It's Mac and PC compatible and has headphone-cord remote control and voice
recording. 64Mb memory ($273.02; firstsource.com).
Samsung YP-E32
This player has 32MB embedded memory for half an
hour of music-listening time, but it's expandable to
64MB. It has voice-recording capability and comes in
gold or silver. Great price ($134.55; Soft4U.com).
Creative Labs NOMAD II
The Nomad 64 is an MP3 player, but it offers reprogrammable firmware to support future audio formats
(like WMA—Windows Media Audio). Includes an FM
radio tuner. There's 32MB onboard and 32MB removable memory, for a total playing time of one hour
($242.13; eCost.com).
D-Link DMP-CD100
The wrinkle for the DMP is that is supports MP3s
as well as CDs, so if you have a CD burner, this is
the baby for you. Does not show ID3 tags (so you
can't see the title of the track). Powered by batteries or wall adapter ($139.95; outpost.com).

Want More?
Search keywords portable players
at www.steamtunnels.net
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Special Feature: Let the search begin
The best sites for finding a job
There comes a time when you have to
face the inevitable truth—unless
you've got a trust fund, you're going to
need a job. And that means resumes,
cover letters, interviews and tons of
research. Your first stop should be your
campus career center. These folks will
point you in the right direction even if
you have absolutely no
idea what you want to do
with your degree in underwater basket weaving.
But there are lots of
great sites out there that
can help make dreaded job
search less painful.
There are five top sites
nesr
out there that you should
"•
bookmark immediately:
monster.com, wetfeet.com,
experience.com, flipdog.com and
hotjobs.com. All of these sites offer the
same basic premise:
employers post job openings that you can surf, and
you can post a resume that
potential employers can
surf. However, each has its
own little niche product.
Experience.com, which is
designed with recent graduates in mind, has a fantastic
company profile section
that lets you research many top companies. Experience also has good internship
information and regular features about
workplace trends.
Check out Monster.com and
hotjobs.com to set up
job search agents—
they'll crawl thousands
of openings to find what
you're interested in and
send the postings right
o——
to you. Wetfeet.com is
another warehouse-type
job site. Post your
resume, surf job openings, research companies
and look for job searching advice. But
you can also read up on the jobs in specific industries, such as Bay Area dot
corns or law. Wetfeet also has a great
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message board section in which actual
employees give advice about specific topics, such as whether or not to include
your CPA on your resume. Flipdog.com
offers the same as all the others, except
with a twist—instead of making companies search job openings, Flipdog searches company web sites to find job openings before employers even
post them on general job
search sites.
For those of you who
aren't necessarily interested in
the corporate route, try out
non traditional job sites such
as careerexchange.com and
cooljobs.com.
—~t== Careerexchange.com crawls
the web looking for jobs in
high technology, so this is the place for
IT gurus (as if you really need to look for
a job). The job search categories at
cooljobs.com include, among
others, flying trapeze and
beer. This is not a site those
IT majors will want to visit
too often. Cooljobs.com has
links to nontraditional
employment opportunities
across the globe, from dog
trainers to cruise ship
staffers to circus performers.
Even if your life's aspirations amount to being a beer brewer,
you'll still need a resume and cover letter,
so check out the resume help sections at
the big five job sites above as well as
school specific advice centers like
wwwl .umn.edu/ohr/
ecep/resume.
Finally, it's important to
remember that some of the
"biggies" out there probably post jobs that are way
^RT
out of your league in terms
of experience. To look at
openings geared to your
qualifications, try sites like
jobdirect.com and
thepavement.com, both of which specialize in entry level positions for recent
college grads. •

ACADEMIC
History and Politics Out Loud
www.hpol.org
History and Politics Out Loud is just that—a
collection of recorded historical speeches from
the past century. Includes speeches from figures
such as Winston Churchill, Martin Luther King Jr.,
John F. Kennedy and Richard Nixon. Searchable
by the speech title, the speaker's name, or the
speech's original date. Includes links to the sites
for the Real Player and Quicktime Player plug-ins
needed to hear these historical addresses on
your desktop.
Content: A Usability: A
Internet Connections for Engineers
www.englib.cornell.edu/ice
ICE provides an extensive listing of Internetbased engineering and science resources.
Maintained at Cornell University's Engineering
Library, the site lets engineers, researchers, students and faculty find useful resources related to
chemistry, engineering, math, physics, or other
'hard' sciences. Topics are broken down alphabetically, and include astronomy, computer science, heat engineering and more. ICE also offers
links to various financial aid and engineering
grant-giving institutions.
Content: B Usability: B-

TRAVEL
Mungopark
mungopark.com
An interactive travel site, Mungopark.com offers
multimedia "magazines" for destinations ranging
from Cuba, Vietnam and Timbuktu to even more
exotic options like the space shuttle and
Antarctica. Stuffed with content, each locale has
its own issue with articles, photos and video features. The depth of coverage is pretty impressive,
and each section practically serves as a full site
for that area. This isn't a "how-to" publication:
it's of the vicarious-thrills variety, but there's
enough in each area to make visitors feel like
they've actually been there.
Content: A Usability: B

One World
Oneworld.net
The mission of this site is to promote human
rights throughout the world. Search by country,
topic or simply click on an area of interest to
read up on what's happening globally. The site is
also broken down into categories such as special
reports (including a diary of the week's events),
campaigns (learn more about causes such as
women's rights worldwide), or guides (read
about the current status of issues like AIDS or
immigration). The site is available in multiple languages and features radio and TV reports on
topical issues.
Content: A- Usability: B+

Editor's pick

The Voice of the Shuttle
vos.ucsb.edu
For those moments when you humanities students are
too lazy to go to the library, the Voice of the Shuttle
web site comes to the rescue. The site has links to
resources on everything from anthropology to women's
studies, and also includes sources on general English
literature, philosophy, business theory, cyberculture,
and just about everything else you could ever need.
Once you pick a category, a list of web resources
beyond your wildest dreams will appear. Toss your
library card back on the floor where it belongs and
grab a cozy seat in front of your computer.
Content: A Usability: A

Your ■tfthtShuBlt

CULTURE
Everything Postmodern
broquard.tilted.com/postmodern
Everything Postmodern is a link site, nothing
more. But it's a heck of a link site, presenting
"the most comprehensive list of postmodern
links on the web today!" Far be it from me to
argue; there's a ton of stuff in here, most of it
interesting: interviews with Nietzsche, the Sartre
Cookbook and Creg Beda comix. Get lost in
Everything Postmodern and you may even start
to understand Andy Warhol.
Content: B+ Usability: A

Rocket Fuel
rocket-fuel.com
If you're looking for a place on the web to find
underground pop-culture reviews and commentary, head to rocket-fuel.com. The site features
book, film and music reviews as well as concert
and record release information. It encourages
users to send in their own reviews and features
for consideration. Rocket Fuel is a good place to
find out about music, movies, books and bands
you might otherwise never hear of.
Content: B- Usability: A

Art Crimes
artcrimes.com
Art Crimes: The Writing on the Wall is a compilation of more than 3,000 graffiti art images from
205 cities, 43 countries and six continents. This
collaborative volunteer project consists primarily
of submissions from graffiti writers who link their
own graffiti site to Art Crimes. Anyone with even
a moderate interest in art will find some of the
art fascinating, and the site includes regular
updates as well as information, resources, interviews and articles.
Content: B Usability: B-

FUN

DIVERSITY

Pretty Strange

Diversity Inc.
Diversityinc.com
This warehouse site uses news headlines and indepth reports to examine how diversity plays out
in the business world. There are seven different
"communities" that news headlines are organized
into, including American Indians and people with
disabilities. Diversity Inc. also has a marketplace
section, a resume database that you can post to,
and a section with columns, news and commentary about diversity in our national economy. A
great resource for business majors and anyone
interested in how the corporate world deals with
the complexities of diversity.
Content: A+ Usability: A-

Prettystrange.com
The wildest and wackiest minds of the world are
showcased on this simple yet entertaining site
sponsored by Yahoo! Internet Life magazine. The
content is simply a featured "strange'' site of the
day (with a review) and past "strange sites of the
day" are archived. Such finds include bizarre but
true personal ads from around the country on
geek.com and a link to the "world mouse clicking
competition." Feeling lucky? Hit the "strange-omatic" button and get blasted to a random weird
site in cyberland. We couldn't make this up if we
tried!
Content: A- Usability: A-

The Ad Graveyard
zeldman.com/ad.html

Zipple

Ever wonder what happens to product ads that
companies reject? A lot of them apparently wind
up here, in The Ad Graveyard, a collection of
"Real Ads That Almost Ran." This probably isn't
the site for you if you take offense easily, since
many of these ads were pulled because the
company thought they would upset certain
demographics. If you can look past that, though,
this is funny stuff. Some of the ads are from foreign products you might not know, but I'll bet
there's at least a few products here you'll
remember, and you'll get a kick out of seeing
what might have been.
Content: A- Usability: A-

Zipple.com
The "Jewish supersite," Zipple is a search engine,
news source, dating connection, bulletin board
and much more for the Jewish community. It's
arranged like Yahoo!, and has just as many
options, from health and fitness to history and
shopping—all with a Jewish emphasis. Zipples
mission is to connect members across the globe,
a goal it accomplishes through discussion
boards, chat rooms, and its singles database.
Content: A Usability: A
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Wireless

Here's $50 to talk or text.
Get a Motorola V2397 phone featuring AT&T 2-Way Text Messaging service.
Use it to send, receive and reply to text messages with one-touch access.
Buy the phone and activate on any AT&T Wireless calling plan by 3/31/01, and
get a $50 MTV GEAR CARD by mail-in rebate — good for cool beach stuff like
T-shirts, CDs and more at V2397.com. Or if you're not a beach bum, get $30
let a $50 MTV Gear
Card Or a $30 rebate

back by mail-In rebate.
only available at AT&T Stores or authorized dealers. Or call 1-800-1 MAG I NEe.

CCOOl AT&T Wireless Acevation on AT&T Wireless CaMng Plans may requ'e credit approval. $25 activation lee. annual contract, a Digital mum-network pnone and subscnplion to AT&T Wireless Services long dalence A cancellation lee ol up to $120 may apply End users
pnnopal residence may be required to be wenm an eegftkt AT&T wveless *grtal network. Rates do not apply to credrt card calls Domestic ca*ng onry Airtime tor eacft can is rounded up to the next tul minute Charges tor addrbonal mnutes vary depending on the plan you
choose and are let ton* in your Ca*ng Plan brochure Other charges, surcharges and taxes may apply Coverage available m most areas D>grtai PCS features not available m all areas Subject to terms ot wireless service agreement and calling plan brochure AT&T 2-Way
Ted Messaging service is onty available on certam caltag plans, in certsm geographcal areas and adrieonai monthly service and usage tees may apply Rebate Other Exclusively available through partiapahng AT&T representatives Limit one $30 rebate or 150 MTV
Gear Card otter by mail tor each Qualifying Motorola model V2397 phone purchased trom an authorized AT&T Wireless representative To be ekgible. phone must be purchased between 2/15/01 and 131/01 and activated within 30 days ot purchase Motorola model V2397
phone must remain on AT&T Wireless serves tor at least 30 days, and mutt be active at the time rebate is processed, n order to be eligftie Vc«d where prohibited, taxed or restricted Ouanw»es ot MTV Gear Card are limited Motorola and AT&T reserve the nghl to subs»tute me $30 rebate tl the MTV Gear Card becomes unavaiaWe ReslncMns apply MTV Gear Card expires 6v3i 0' MTV Gear Card may be used only one feme tor purchases at V2397 com; any doaar amount under $50 not used on initial purchase will be lortened and we
not be replaced or exchanged tor cash See Motorola mail-m rebate coupon tor tuH terms and conditions See authorized AT&T Wireless repreeereefeve tor details Motorola, the Stylized M Logo and at oner trademarks mdcated herein are trademarVs ol Motorola. Inc e)Reg
U S Pal & Tm Oft O2001 Motorola. Inc Al rights reserved Pnnled * Ihe U.S.A. O2001 MTV Networks Ail rights reserved MTV: Muse Television. MTV Spring Break and al related tiles and logos are trademarks ol MTV Networks, a divwon ol Viacom International inc

